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110PKINSVILLIC, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTU
CKY,
4,--Last Cut-Price Saw of the Season.'
Commencing August 15th and closing September 1st, w
e
are going to offer some moving bargains! These a
re a
few; we have many more as good:
25 cts., worth $1.00 to ,1.50.
2(1 Pair,' - Ladles' Fates xlorrls
13 No* CAtid'e ettippotoPort .. 4 itlithriM
1# istt(t4 = 011aetorte tm,r1J do rolft
 ol.Mnism as
GO atom worth *too to itifi
14 Niro liffiiii 44411f44404
11 Pair4 t4'..t,10# Mears
la Pair a eitual  0.110144, b' ,eks, tahN
$1.00, worth $2.00 to $3.00.
16 Pairs - - Ladies' xfnrds
12 Pairs Ladies' pat tip Butt 4n Shoes
15 Pairs Ludies' C. S. BattoPi Shots
$1.00, worth $1.50 to $2.00.
20 l'ults • Atens' Shoes, COPitreliR
Id OW* • - Motes Shoes, Lore
POO* flops' !throes, Lttro tthri now
latiat;-
40,o01 worth Gesso to GO,coi
/,1 4feie.4 elf0111, NO Aft 00
i4s - - Mae* 1oi retpito,
is PA, ,v - P&qja1 in00(w
$3.00 and $3.6o, worth $5.00.
85 Pairs )den's Fine Hand sewed
Shoes. Some go at $3.00; others at
1 
.. 
Monarch Shirts, colored, 85 cts, $1; worth $1.25 and 
$1.5o.
Conte and look at our Bat
t Ladie. ' -- cent Blak Hose, fast colors, - 
- 
For 10 cents
tea' 25 cent Black Hose, fast colors, 40 gauge - 
For 18 cts., two for 35 cents
Ladies' 30 cent Black Hose. /at colors, hand-shaped 
- - 
- -
 
For 20 cents
- 
TAX BOSE AT 11.4LP-PRICE!
Pt
.,11611.3 Hats at ONE- FO UR?' II OF F I. 
price.
stock. It will pay you.
If you don't come to this sale ys•et will regre ' . 
See our handbills for lull list
of bargains
PETREE 404 COMPANY
!Iiign of the Big Boot.
 
11.0&.mpagoommusszsgismenum2eximiiiacemik.:-1 
ME LOW PRICE
1
Prevailing on all
Fdrm Products 1
Makes the thrifty 04liter all the
keener to increase th0 qifantity and
improve the quality of such prod-
ucts. Aware of this fact, we try to
procure the best of everything in the
implement !ine to offer him. In grain
drills we have both the
"SUPERIOR" ii
"EMPIRE"and the
They are both made with and with-
out the feriilizer attachment. The
Superior i made wit ii either discs or
hose for jutting in the grain; the
Empire is made with the disc only.
They are he best drills money can
bu), and owing to the variety in
:construct.t) n, they afford the follow-
lowing 
li i
, es of dril10 to select from:
Superior Make:
A Disc Drill with Fertilizer attachment.
A Disc Drill without fertilizer attachment.
A Hose Drill with fertilizer attachment.
A Hose Drill without fertiiizer attachment.
Empire Make:
A Hose Drill with fertilizer attachment.
A Hose Drill without fertilizer attachment.
Any one can be suited in this large
line.
FORBES & BRO.,
Tenth and Main Streets.
FRIDAY, AUGUST 7, 1896.
Nominated on the Forty-Third
Ballot Saturday.
RESULT IS RATHER SURPRISING,
Henderson Threw its Eleven Votes to the
Carlisle Man.
THIS GAVE THE CANDIDATE SIXTY-FIVE VOnS.
C. M. Meacham and W. A. Wilgus, Delegates From This Coun-
ty, Did the Rest.
IDICTAIL,13 OF 'THE CCils7VM1NTTION
An early morning dip in the briny
deep, a yacht ride pu the placid bosom
of a lake, a stroll along some sheltered
path where spring zephyrs lingeringly
Webster; John L. Smith, Lyon; H. H.
Loving, Carlisle; John W. Tart, Car-
lisle; R. Brooks, Hickman.
RETOLUTIONO.
kiss the cheeks of passers-by and play' W. F. Bradshaw, McCracken; 0. M.
hide-in- seek among their curls, would 'James, Crittenden; Hunter Wood Chris-
doubtless offer more potent attractions tian ; J. F. Clay. Henderson; W. A.
to lovers than a stuffy ocurt-room, Wilgus, Christian; J. J. Glenn, Hop-
where the thermometer registers 98 in kius; J. E. Robins, Graves; John L.
the shade: but the scene of the First Parham, Carlisle; J. C. Hodgens,
District Appellate Democratic Conven- Graves.
don, held tp nominate a candidate for The committee on permanent orgapi-
Judge Pf the Court Of Appeals, does pot satiou retired a few few moments a
nd
eppear to be at all disegreeable to the then returned to the hall. The chair.
hundred and fifty or more delegates and man stated Oat the committee favored
the scores of other persons who began to making the temporary organisation per.
assemble shortly aft: r tell o'clock this maneut. This report was unanimously
morning in the Christian County Tern- adopted by the convention. The chair.
pie of Justice, men of the remaining committees stated
At fifteen minutes after eleven nearly that further time was desired in which
every peat in the circuit court room was to prepare reports. A motion was made
filled, and had not the wisdom of the and carried that the convention adjourn
local arrangement committee prompted for dinner and reassemble at 2:30 o'clock
the issuing of tickets to only those peo- this alt moon.
pie who had reasonable grcunds for The second session commenced
wishing to witness the proceedings of promptly at 2:80 o'clock. T. J. Nunn,
the convention, the hall would have chairman of the credential Committer,
been jammed, fOr hundreds of folks made a report giving the names of all
clamored for admission, the delegates entitled to seats. The re-
Mr. J. D. Mocquot, a member of the port was adopted.
Democratic Executive Committee of this Judge Robbins read the report of the
Appellate ditarict, called the convention Committee on Resolutions. The resolu-
te order at 11:17 and briefly stated the tions were brief. Allegiance to the
object of the meeting. Rev. W. L. Democratic party and principals was
Nourse, D. D., pastor of the Ninth St. reaffirmed, the platform made and the
Presbyterian Church, offered an impres- ticket put forth by the Democratic Con-
sive prayer. All the delegates stood ventiou at Chicago endorsed, and bolt.
during the delivery of the prayer. ing Democratic newspapers denoauced
Committeeman Mocquot asked the The reading of the resolutions was
pleasure of the convention. Hon. W. lowed by cheers, and on motion the re-
M. Reed moved that an election of Teno port was adopted.
porary Chairman be entered into. The Hon. 011ie James mcved that the con-
chair suggested that it was customary veution proceed with the nomination cif
to first elect a Secretary. Mr. Reed a candidate for Judge of the Court of
withdrew his motion. John W. Ray, of Appeals; countiee te be called alphabet-
Carlisle county, and Jack R. Wily, of ically. When the Secretary read the
Caldwell county, were placed in florin- name of Graves county, Mr. H. J. Moor.
nation. A motion that two secretaries man stepped to the front of the Jo lge's
be chosen was carried. Messrs. Ray stand and placed the name of Judge
mid Wily were elected without opposi- John D. White in nomination. He said
that the Democrats pf the First Appel-tioAn.
delegate from Hopkins county of- late District were loyal to God, their
fered the name of Hon. John L. Dorsey, country, their duties pi citizenship, and,
of Henderson, for Temporary Chairman. not least, to the Democratic party. The
No other nominations were made and nomination was be seconded by Judge
by a viva voce vote Mr. Dorsey was W. W. Robbins.
unanimously elected. Judge Yeaman's name was placed
Mt. MpcOnot appointed Judge Camp- before the convention by Hon. Jae- F.
bell, of McCracken county, and Charles Clay, of Henderson. Mr. James Aliens-
Meacham, of this city, to escort Mr. worth seconded the nomination.
Dorsey to the chair. Judge Bishop's nomination was made
In a short, pithy speech the Chairman by Col. Dow Husbands, of McCracken,
said that he realized that he had been and seconded by Mr. W. R. Howell.
elected not to deliver an oration, but to
assist the convention to transact busi-
ness. 'I he main object of the gathering
was to promote harmony among the
Democrats of the First Appelate district,
and this could only be done by selecting
one of the three candidates whose claims
to the nomination would soon be con-
sidered- When thisis done, eyery man
true to the time-tested principles
of the greet party should give his faith-
ful and active support of the candidate.
Another requisite to party succeed is
that the name of the gentleman chosen
to make the race for the Court of Ap-
peals be placed under the ticket headed
by Bryan and Sewall. This reference
to the Chicago nominees elicited pro-
longed applause.
The chairman stated that he was
ready to hear any remark/tor motions.
Judge Reed, of Marshall, offered the
following resolution:
"Resolved, that the chair name three
committees for the convention as fol-
lows: one on credentials; one on per-
manent organization, and one on resolu-
tions, each of the said committees to be
composed of nine members, and the
friends of each candidate shall have the
right to suggest and designate three
members of each of the said committees
and the chair shall name and constitute
said committees so suggested."
A Graves county delegate offered as
an amendment to the motion that three
instead of nine members be named for
each committee. A call of counties on
the substityte, resulted, ayes 31'2, nays
9412, Ballard county not voting. Be-
fore the totals were announced several
counties changed their votes, but this
made no material difference in the re-
sult.
After a short deliberation, the friends
of the respective candidates supplied the
chair with the names asked for, and the
following committees were read:
CREDENTIALS.
R. A. Burnett, Trigg; Chas. H. Bush,
Christian; James Campbell,McCracken ;
E. B. Walker, Hickman; Ray Moss,
Hickman; Samuel Moore, Hopkins; L.
L. C. Flournoy, Union; D. B. Butler,
Webster.
PERMANENT ORGANIZATION.
T. J. Morrow, Christian; J. H. Cole-
man, Calloway; W. M. Reed, Marshall;
D. H. Hughes, Union; S. V. Dixon,
THE BALLOTING BEGINS
4:05-All nomination! have been
made aihd six ballets takeo. The sixth
ballot resulted as ft:alcove:
BISHOp    be
YEAMAN  —........45
WHITE   - 34
During the first three ballots Critten-
den county divided its vote. The dead-
lock will probably continue through to-
morrow. It is not believed that a mo-
tion to drop the hindmost man will be
carried.
After the eighth ballot the convention
adjourned until eight o'clock to-night.
The final ballot was as follows:
BISHOP 49
YEAMAN 45
WHITE  87
LIST OF DELEGATES.
FOR JUDGE BISHOP.
CHRISTIAN COCHTT—Delegatm—C. H.
Bush, Henget Wood, T. J. Morrow, W.
R. Howell, Walter Southall, Walter S.
Hale, Frank Dabney, W. P. Winfree,
J. G. Childers-Alternates-Levi
Nicholas, Wm. Vaughn, Monroe Dalton,
J. S Ragsdale, Wm. Ragsdale, Dennis
Perry, T. L. Moss, Dan McCord, W. J.
Withers.
Cerowzea-Dr. D. A. AX1104, J. A.
Cook, J. R. Wylie, S. Hodge, Eph Out-
ten, Frank Pasteur, J. R. Kevil, W. B.
Henderson, J. E. Crider, R. R. Picker-
ing, W. P. Black, A. D. Moore, S.
Hodge, J. E. Crider and W. S. Groom.
Idy, John C. Dabney, Alex Wallace
Lewis Garnett, Robt. Williams, Theo
Wadlington, John Kelly, .1. J. Thomas
J. P. Watson, W. H. Hancock, W. B
Wadliugton and T. J. Guthrie.
FOR JUDGE TEAM AN.
CHRIST IAN—Delegates--C. M. Mea-
cham, W. A. Wilgus, Juo. Phelpe-Al-
ternates-F. B. Richardson,J. B Aliens-
worth,Jas. D. Hill.
HENDISM4011-Johti L. Donley, James
P. Clay, 11. ii. Vance, 14. D.
Vance, R. 14. Menlo", M. Merritt.
H. 14. tialthIttithant, A, 1'. that
hitt NMI Hill, Pititta flitill WI. Mat,
than, P MittilitHi W. H. Ihilittf, II A.
W Mn V latoittilt,
Ilia* hi, 4.1. Itivotat, 14 A. Y11144111% 141114.
J. U. Hall, T. H. tito/041107, V.
Hoo, Vrattli Saw, blot A. kvaa, Just
Priest, TOM WS10011, W. I Th011111-
110n, Rob,. Diliou, Aptly J444041411, II U.-
Harris, Julia Lalltbera Tow Buoknee,
Elijah likakIrll. J. E. Hickman, J. T.
Hopkins, R. 8. Eastiu, David Banks,
Henry Barrett, A. Brooks, W. B. Pente-
out, Phelps gasmen, 8. K. Sneed, E. C.
Ward, John W. Lockett, Jas. Banks.
Homo/or-J. F. Dempsey, John M.
Victory, John T. Scott, Rufus Teague,
Polk Laffoon, W. Don, J. F. Gordon, T.
J. Nuun, R. C. Tapp, H. H. Holeman.
LYON—John L. Smith, H. C. Glenn,
T. H. Molloy, E. H. James, J. R. Tra-
vis, N. N. Rice, G. J. Gresham, J. J.
Nall, John Boyd, J. C. Glenn. •
Uxiost-Q. A. Spalding, W. T. Drury,
L. C. Flournoy, D. H. Hughes, P. D.
Miller, Hiram McElroy.
Wswerea-Robert Jackson, D B. Ra-
ker, S. V. Dixon, Col. Hardwick, la
 U.
Hall.
FOR JUDGE WHITE.
Beetaeo-Sarn Moore, Steve Hiller,
Mac Ferguson, W. T. White, Henry
Watwood.
CARLINLa -A. T. Hobbs, T. C. Pettit,
J. W. Turk, John W. Ray, H. booing,
J. J. Bridgewater, W. J. White, John
L. Parhani.
FULTON—R. H. Biuford, S. W. Luten,
John S. Belt, F. M. McFarland, J. C.
Flournoy and T. N. Smith; alter-
nates-J. 0. Wearn, Mott Ayers, Hiram
Kirby, M. D. Johnson, D. E. Wilson
and W. P. Taylor.
Geaves-L. B. Anderson, J. E. Rob-
bins, W. W. Robertson, Harry Moor-
man, Sam Crossland, Gus Thomas, Gus
Coulter.
HICKMAN—Joe W. Bennett, W. T.
Walker, J. C. Speight, Edward Walker.
Among the prominent politician 4 on
the floor Friday were: T. ft MOF.R and
Col. Dow Husbands, of McCrackrn
Judge L. C. Lints, of Lyon ; ()IlieJamear,
of Crittenden ;J. Y. Spalding, of Union;
J. E. Robbins, of Graves; Hon. Fenton
Sims and Col. Robert A. Burnett, of
Trigg; John L. Grayot, of Livingston;
Mayor Hop Holeman, of Hopkias;
Charles Wickliffe, of Ballard; E B.
Wallace, of Hickman; Judge Cunning-
ham, Judge E. C. Ward, Jno. L. Dor-
sey, Master Commissioner East in ,
County Clerk Hart and City Attorney
Clay, of Henderson; Judge Gordon, ot
Hopkins; Postmaster Jack Wylie, of
Caldwell ; James H. Coleman, of Cal o•
way.
WHITE
BISHOP
67
. 64
Judge J. D. White, of Carlisle county,
WWI muned on the first ballot taken at
the afternoon session to make the race
for the Appellate bench. When the roll
of counties for the forty-third ballot was
called, the following was the vote:
W'ite. His. Yea. Votes
5 5
 
 4 4
2 le 12
5 5
a
 
 a
14 13
11 11
1 9 10
6 6
tI 2 4
5 5
2 3 5
9 9
5
 
 
11 11
6
Ballard
Carlisle
Christian..
-
Crittenden 
Calloway 
Fulton
Graves
Henderson
Hopkins
Hickman
Lyon
Livingston
Marshall.,
McCracken
Trigg 
Union
Webster.
...
- 
- 
-
Total.  67 5a 12 131
Before the cbairman announced the
result, Union asked for time to hold a
consultation. rive minutes were grant-
ed. Before the tittle elaPaed
McCracken and Marshall requested
time far deliberation. A motion was
made that the convention take rooms of
ten minutes. This carried. At the ex-
piration of the time, Hon. I. A. Spald-
ing annoanced that Union county still
wished to cast its eleven votes for
White. Marshall county changed three
votes from Yeoman to Bishop, and Mc-
Cracken gave its nine votes to Bishop.
The vote was theu announced by Chair-
man Dorsey as follows:
WHITE  67
BISHOP  'ii
To the votes of Chas. M. Mvaeleau and
W. A. Wilgus, Veauten delegates from
Christian county, the nomination of
Judge White is due. The primary aud
county conventions held here shows
that Judge White did not have a single
adherent tu the county.
When the uumination of the man
from Oarltsle was formally announced
there was much cheering.
A oommitte;.. was appointed to escort
Judge White to the convention hall.
His appearance was greeted by long ap-
plause. He made a brief but good
speech, accepting the nomination.
Judge Bishop and Judge Yeoman were
called upon to address the convention
and both responded with excellent
talks.
CALLOWAY—L. C. Linn, A. C.
Thompson, Jas. H. Coleman, Corn Linn,
T. A. Miller.
CRITTENDEN—R. C. Walker, J. B.
Kevil, T. Yates, M. C. O'Hara, 0. M.
Jame*, C. C. Todd.
Lieveogros-T. J. Nichols, John L.
Grayott, 0. W. McGehee.
Maitsetem-J. H. Settle, W. J. Dy-
ens, W. M. Reed, J. M. Bean, W. M.
Oliver.
McCitacxxx-L D. Husbands, T. E.
Ware, Jas. Campbell, T. E. Moss, W.
R. Holland, J. D. Wilcox, J. D. Hoc-
quot, J. W. Fisher, W. F. Bradshaw, C.
E. Graham, H. G. Tandy, J. P. Brooks,
E. H. Scott, Clint B. Leigh, R. H. Pur-
year, J. F. Davis, K. F. Denier, W. R.
Rocker.
Tomo-Fenton Sims, J. E Kelly, R.
A. Burnett, Robt. Crenshaw, Ben I).
Terry, Guy Dunning, Frank Ladd, Alex
Grace, John Blankeuship, R. C. Kens-
, relatives our sincere sympathy for their
• sore and impartible Iona"
The resolutions were received with
great enthusiasm by the convention.
Among the geatlemen who made excel-
lent talks in favor of the adoption of
the resolutions, and paid clefts tributes
to the dead jurist, were Hon. James F.
Clay, of Henderson ; Mr. W. R. Howell,
of this 7ity, and Judge James Campbell,
of Paducah. Hy a rising vote the reso-
lutions were iittauittintsly adopted.
Mr. Rohe' then nfrertid MOW*
that dill Hist *et with the as:
patwat al the Of the tieitylatita
aotitattiatI, Ha attivaii that the nth* at
the Hama at HetweiatitaIivell al the tot
Waal* Atiotaattl, at the thattatuti-
woolth of Kentucky, in re far as they
were applicable, be adopted for the gov•
erutuent of this convention.
This started the fun to rolling. The
irrepressible delegate from Hickman
arose to inquire what were the rules
spoken of. Hon. 011ie James turned
his voice loose and stated that he was
like the Hickman delegate; that neither
he nor anybody else knew anything
about the rules Mr. Hughes said he
was surprised at Mr. James' ignorance,
for that gentleman had helped "push
the rules along." Jellies moved that
Cushing's manual be used by the pres-
ent convention- Hon. Fenton Sims, of
Trigg, shook his gray head and routed
to a crisp the resolution rifferededer Mr.
Hughes. Judge Vance, of Henderson,
moved, as a substitute, that the rules of
the last State Senate be adopted. Half
a dozen delegates had something to say
on the motion and some lively repartee
was indulged in. Cushing's Manual
was finally adopted.
Balloting then began. On the 18eb
ballot. the Hickman chairman moved
that the convention adjourn until the;
morning at ten o'clock. Judge James
Clay offered an amendment that, owing
to the fact that the Congrestional pri-
maries take place to-day, that the con-
vention adjourn until Monday. Both
the amendment and motion were voted
down.
Delegate Flem Gordon. of Hopkins
county, offered a resolution, that in
case no nomination was made, that the
convention adjourn after the 20th bal.:
lot and the matter of Felectieg a Demo-
cratic candidate for the Appellate bench
be left to a primary election to be held
on Sept. 1st.
Hon. 011ie James said that such a
course would cause the defeat of any
candidate that might be chosen. He
made a lengthy and telling speech
against the adoption of the resolution,
which was voted down by an overwhelm-
ing majority.
Twelve ballots were taken last night.
On the fourteenth, Henderson county
asked to be passed, and many Bishop
men feared that the vote of that county
might be given to White, but when the
county was again called it cast its eleven
votes for Judge Yeoman. On the fif-
teenth ballot both Hopkins and Hender-
son divided their votes among Judge
Yeoman and Judge White.
The most exciting ballot taken was
the sixteenth. Henderson and Hopkins
cast their votes for Judge White. Hick-
man county, which had voted for Judge
Bishop, changed to White. This gave
the candidate from Carlisle sixty-six
votes the number necessary for a nomi-
nation. Before the chairman announc-
ed the result Henderson and Hopkins
made a flop back to Yeaman.
After the twenty-third ballot, Judge
Reed, of Benton, moved an adjourn-
ment until Saturday . at ten o'clock.
Several amendments and substitutes
were offered but the original motion fi-
nally carried.
The ballots taken Saturday were as
follows :
The third mission of the First Appel-
late Democratic Convention held at the
court-house Fri. night was decidedly in-
teresting.
The convention was called to order by
Chairman Dorsey at 8:15. Mr. Henry
Hughes, a young lawyer from Union
county, offered the following resolution
and moved Its adoption:
"Resolved, that the Demolerats of the
First Appellate District, in convention
assembled, express their deep sympathy
with the entire State in the loft by
death of Judge John R. Grace,' of his
eminent and efficient servioes as Judge
of the Court of Last Resort. He was an
honest man, courageous and pure. In
his death the State has lost a most ef-
ficient public servant and the communi-
ty in which he lived a liberal, upright
and useful citizen.
We tender his bereaved family and
52
.,
21 5*
*9 65
33
After ten minutes fruitless search for
u minister of the. ;revel. the convention
o opened at 9150 Sat, morning with-
out prayer.
Col. William Reed secured the floor
anS stated that he much regretted the
rather fiery debate of the night before
called forth by the resolutions offered
by Henry Hughes, of Union county,
that this convention be governed by the
rules of the last Kentucky Howie of
Representatives. Col. Reed said he felt
that he had precipitated the debate, for
the resslutions had been partiglly pre-
pared by him and he muggessed that Mr.
Hughes:offer them. He hoped that Mr.
Hughes would not think that he had in-
tentionally caused him the embamss-
meta, naturally springing from the con-
vention's reception of the motion to
adopt the resolutions.
Mr. Hughes said that he understood
the matter thoroughly and accepted the
statement. Judge Vance made a talk
in which he. said that, in justification of
Mr. Hughes' resolution, he felt that the
convention should know that the rules
of the laettHouse:were the same that had
been used by the Democratic Represen.
tatives for the last fifty years. Hon. I.
A. Spalding bore witness to what Judge
Vance said. He stated that the Repub-
lican 'meeker of the last House had per-
verted the rules, which in themselves
were sound. Hon. Fenton Sims, of
Trigg, and Hon. Tom Moss, of Paducah,
made speeches along the same line.
All sorts of boqueta were pitched by
the several speakers Iat eachother, and
every one had something nice to say
about Mr. Hughes,
A Democratic love feast was engaged
52
5612
Seat
RISHOP YEAMAN WHIZZ
1 49 4a 37
2 49 43 37
s 52 45 34
4 49 45 37
5 49 45 37
I; 55 50 26
t • 49 45 37
8. 57 45 34
9 49 45 37
19 56,2 39 85',
11 54,1 35 41',
12 49 30 52
13 56,  24 5011i
14 52 23 56 
15 21 68
11; 18 61
17 45
531 
2912
15 4
5111, 
3 3212
19 45 291„
20 45 2912
45 34
45 34
43 28
in and ended by a general hand-shaking
and some buzzing.
Balloting was started. The 24th,
which began She morning esesion, re-
mitted as follows;
BISHOP 52
Y EAMAN . ;   4
WHITE   38
When the 21th ballot was taken Hen-
derson, Union and Christian east com•
plinientary votes for Henry Rushee, of
Murganhteid,ahil In the nest ballot Po
loll, (1111teetitifil. Random*, tionkitts,
tilektnitH, Weisatet, tapti and klaroloill
h* 11i010% EOM, 141 l'etew
MnJsnlge 
 *holt* preeivatt twit at
434Firtava attatity's va4o on No 11141t Itat-
ks thtl. Hottaatts, of 141144510414, (tuft
Judo Campbell, of the Moe city, were
given eleven voter on the following two
ballots. Among ether gentlemen who
received complimentary votes were
Nunn, of Hopkins ;Howell, of Ciriostian,
Allen, of Union, Moss, of McCracken,
Watkins, of , Lyon, Burnett, :of Trigg
Baker, of. Webster.
When the result of the forty-us-end
ballot was announced, showing no elec-
tion, a delegme from Graves offered a
resolution to this effect: Whereas, Af-
ter two days balloting no election has
been made, be it resolved that a Demo-
cratic candidate for the Court of
Appeals for the First district be referred
to county primaries to be held Septette
her 5th. James, of Crittenden, moved
an adjournment, which, on a eall of
counties, resulted in ayes 63, noes 68.
Mr. James then moved that when the
convention should adjourn that the time
•
for reassimbling be 1 AO p. m. This was
lost by a vote of 74 to 67. Mr. James
then moved that a committee, consist-
ing of one delegate from each county,
be arranged to meet and devise some
plan by which one of the candidates be-
fore the convention could be selected.
Several amendments were offered. This
was done, it ii said, to delay proceed-
ings until a delegation of McCracken
men could confer with Judge Bishop.
After considerable talk a motion to ad-
journ carried by a small majority.
A ?lateral isesatiner.
King's Clover Root Tea purifies the
blood and gives a clear and braantifnl
complexion -Sold by R. C. liardwir k
PARAGRAPHS ANS= PEXBROLN.
Dr. Harrison Will Preach To-Morrow-
Personal Points.
Prof. Harrison, of Bethel Female Col-
lege, Hopkinteville, Ky., will preach at
the First Baptist Church Sunday night.
His subject will be especially interest-
ing to young ladies and gentlemen.
Mime Jennie T. Richardson, of Ashe-
ville, N. C., is the guest of Mrs. Gar-
nett.
Mies Susie 'Reynolds, of Allensville,
is visiting het aunt, Mrs. G. H. Smith.
Miss Snide McCombs, who has been
very ill, is slowly recovering.
Mrs. J. H. Waugh is on a visit to her
son in Evanseille, Ind.
"Commodore" Cannon is gradually
regaining his former good health and
cheerfulness. After having been an
long indisposed, it could hardly be
hoped that he be more rapidly relieved
of "Paine" than he now is.
Mrs. Gooch and Mrs. Erie Moffcrrd
Gooch, of Smyrna, Tenn., are visiting
D. C. Williautur.
Little Miss Lizzie Trabne is the wel-
comed guest of Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Tra-
bue, and whose stay, we hope, may be
prolonged.
Dr. R. P. Morrison, formerly of this
place, now of Elkton, paid us a toot
this week.
Muses A.lina and Ruth Paine, of this
city, hare returned after an extended
trip through the State.
Mina Carrie Lloyd has almost recov•
ered from her recent illness, and will,
we hope, soon be able to be out.
A moonlight party at the home of Mr.
L B. LowrY last Monday proved to be
one of the Most enjoyable events of the
RADOM
Catarrh Cared
health and sweet breath secured, by
Shiloh's Catarrh Remedy. Price 60
cents. Nasal Injector free. For sale
by R. C. Hardwick -Sold by R. C.
Hardwick.
HARK= AT HADISONVILLR
A Review of the Trade-Much Tobacco
Will be Shipped to Hopkineville.
The Madisonville Mail says between
$250,000 and $300,000 are annually paid
out at that Save for tobacco and in pre-
paring it for shipment. There are four
stemmeries in the town which average
$1,000 each per week. These four houses
purchased and handled this season about
five millimi pound-, and they employ
from 250 to 300 hands. The shipment
from Madisonville will aggregate
2,300 hhds. Ramsey & ,Co. have pur-
chased and put up this season over 2,-
000,000 potinds for which they paid over
$00,000. This firm has prized 1,116
hogsheads. Young & Holtman have
purchased nearly one million pounds
paying an average of about three cent*
which makes about $30,000 they have
paid out. Tlfeir purchase will amount
to 500 hogsheads which goes direct to
Liverpool by the L. & N. new route
via Pennsacola, Fla. A. B. Jarvis, of
HenderAhlt has purchased about 700,000
pounds nuidring an aggregate of $21,000
paid out for the weed by this firm. His
shipments will aggregate 400 hogsheads.
J. M. Pemberton has purchased 50,-
000 pounds or 250 hogsheads which will
be shipped' to Hopkinsville oaNew York
as it is intended for home consumption.
The above figures show that the to-
bacconists of Madisonville have paid to
to the producers from $150,000 to $175,
000 besides paying an average of $1,000
per week for factory labor. The season
commenced in December and is just
ending now.
VEGAN SWEPT THE CITY.
Lightnintr ZHU Two Mule. and • Horse
-41r. Dave Wiley Hart.
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News Thal May Be Read at
a Glance.
HAPPENINGS AT HOME.
Maw Maim elekti as It tmot anitati IN
tato
Dr Haws Walls,. Sods.
The musty friends of Dr. Howe Wel.
lace will regret to learn that he is very
sick. He is confined to his bed et the
home of his brother Mr. henry \Valises,
on South Main street.
Mr. Potreo Returns.
Mr. Henry. S. Pc-tree, who has been
located in Clarksville for a year or more,
has returned to this city to permanent-
ly reside. He will act tas the iota; agent
of the White Sewing Machine.
A Destructive Hail Storm
A dispatch from Clerk/web- says:
Hail storms did considerable damage to
the crops in North Montgomery and in
South Christian and Todd counties,
Ky., Saturday night. One planter
named Sexism, in this county. had ten
acres of tobacco destroyed
Horn Worms Play Havoc.
A gentleman informs The Times that
horn worms are playing havoc with the
tobacco crop in Southern Kentucky.
So bad are they that Thompson &
Stegar. near Trenton, have had to plow
up 40 ar•res of their crop. A planter
near Bell, Ky., has had to plow up h
scree. Instances of a RIIRIlar nature
might be multiplied.
A Typical Southern Gentleman.
In mentioning thr. death of Col John
D. Morris the Clarksyille Times says:
"Deceased was born in Virgons.but has
lived in One section sinee before the
war. He was one of the old-time. hos-
pitable, generous, chivalrous. Southern
gentlemen, and was universally re-
spected. He was very wealthy before
the war and used his means freely en-
tertaining friends. He was truly a
typical Southern gentleman."
Campaign Songs.
The Naw ERA has just received from
the music publishing house of The S.
Baainard's Sons (lo., 151 Wabash aye,.
Chicago. a copy of the "Red Hot Demo-
cratic Campaign Song Book" for the
campaign of 1496. The book contains
solos, duets, mixed and mail quartets.
and is specially arranged for campaign
clubs. It is not a cheap word edition,
and is sold for the remarkably low price
of io cts. or $1 per dozen porn-paid.
Why he Softened.
The Todd County Times asked Mr.
George Street why he resigned to posi-
tion of Cashier of the Bank of Hopkins-
title. "Mr. Street gave as his reason
for so doing the fast that his wife is no.
In very good health, and the serious
condition of her mother, Mrs. Harrah
Perkins. While sorry to see Mr. Street
lose such a lucrative position. yet we
are glad to have the family remain in
our city, as his public spirit and enter-
prise have always been of great value in
everything the town has undertaken."
Monthly Tobacco Statement.
The following is the Hopkingyill.-  To-
bravo Market statement for the month
just ended:
1896 1905
Receipts for July  3,086 2,945
Receipts for year  17,155 12,100
Sales for July  8.586 8.165
Sales for year 12,186 10,728
Shipments for July.  3,308 3,100
Shipments for year . 9.404 8,1T5
Stock on sale  4,292 1,636
Stock sold   3.684 2,4r1
Stock on hand August 1., 7,876 44132
A severe storm 'wept over the
city Saturday night doing cossiderable
damage to gardens and toes. After the
wind abated, a heavy down-pour of rain
followed.
When the first strong gust of wind
dashed up Main street, Mr. Dave Wiley
was walking in front of the Bank of
Hopkinaville. A brick was blown from
the top Of the building and struck him
on the right leg.
Lightning killed two mules and a
horse belonging to Mr Charles Knight
the same night.
All Reetenmed It.
Examinations May Be Ordered.
Superintendent Davidson, of the Ed-
ucational Bureau, has notified the other
members of the State Board of Educa-
tion that a meeting will be held in
Frankfort Monday, August 17, for the
examinations of applicants for certifi-
cates of qualification as county superin-
tendents. Numerous candidates, or
prospective candidateafor county super-
intendent, will doubtless be on hand, as
no other such examination will be held
again till this time next year.
It is possible that county or teachers'
examinations may be oldered or held all
over the State, on the same day, but
this has not yet been decided upset.
Ask your physician, your druggist and
your friends about Shiloh's Cure for
Consumption.. They wil reoommend
-Sold b yl RC. Hardwick.
Died Suddenly.
Mr. Mark Jones, step-father of Mr. J.
T. Wall, died suddenly of heart disease
Thursday of last week at his home near
Caledonia. Mr. Jones was standing
talking to his grandson, when suddenly
he reeled and would have fallen to the
floor if the young man had not fortunate-
ly been close enough to catch him. The
old gentleman was placed on a bed near
by, but he was already dead-death
having come to him instantly. Mr.
Jones, who was 78 years of age, was an
excellent man, and was held in high es-
teem by all who knew him, and by his
death the community in which he had
spent the. greater portion of his long life
sustains a heavy lona
Chills are a bad sign. Chills portend
the oncoming of serious disease. They
are an early symptom of malaria, pre-
cede pneumonia, inflamation of the
bowels, and many other dangerous di-
seases. They should never be neglected.
Dr. Bell's Peppermint Chill Tonic cures
them. It tasters like mint candy. All
druggists guarantee it.
-For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
The Hopkinsville Tobacco Market.
Messrs. C. F. Jarrett & Co. write aa
follows concerning the Hopkinsvills
market:
Receipts for the. week, 725 hhds. ; sales,
725 hhds.; offerings, 1,050. The genertil
quality of the breaks this week was very
poor. Some very good and fine tobacco
was offered, which brought outside fig-
urea. Prim on all shades of tobacco was
very firm and some stronger on low leaf.
Lugs formed a large per cent, of the of-
ferings. Weather rainy and bad reports
come in about the crop.
We quote: Common lugs, $1 to 2 25;
medium lugs, $250 to 3 00; good lugs,
$3 53 to 400; tine lugs. $425 to 4 00 ; Af-
ricans, $650 to 9 00; common leaf, $850
to 7 00; medium leaf, $706 to 9 50; good
leaf, $10 50 to 1160; fine leaf, $12 00 to
$1300; selections, $1856 to 1500.
I heard of Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey
being for sale at the store of Messrs.
Gann, Burnett & Co., Grantsburg, Ills
and seeing many recommendations
from different persons, of its wonderful
valuable merits, I thought I would try
a bottle. I have been seriously affected
for 25 years with a cough and pains in
my side and breast that were causing
me a miserable life. I spent hundreds
of dollars with doctors and for medicine,
but everything failed until I tried this
wonderful remedy. It beats the world
and has saved my life. I recommend
Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey to everybody
with weak lungs. It is a great success.
Sold by all druggists. J. R. ROSELL,
Grantsburg, Ills.
-For sale by It. C. Hardariolg
t$6
T NEW ERA.
- 
['URI ISIIED
Nei E ra Print ing Publishig Co
HUNTER ROOD. President
OFFICE:-New Era Building, Seventh
Street, near Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
IS 1 .00 A YEAR.
- ADVERTISING RATES: -
gas kliCk. Scat Insertion  1 30
Oise Hach. one month.  Stu
Owe inch. three mouths 
Uwe inch. Ids mouths. .
One Inek, oue year .... 15 eu
Addltkmal rates may be had by applica-
tion at the oftice.
Transient ad‘erti-ing must be paid for in
ads &nee.
Chances for yearly advertisements will be
collet-fed quarterly.
All ad' ert1setneuts inserted witicout spec-
ified time *ill be charged for until ordered
out.
Anaounceinents of Marriage* and Deaths,
not exceeding fit e line*, and notices of
pr meh log 'Add t.h.,1 gratis.
ibituar) Not leea. Resolutions of Respect.
anti ottb.r mit lee,. Ave. cents per line.
- CLUBBING RATER: -
The W gag Li' NSW ESA and the following
paper one year:
Weekly Cineineinnatt Enquirer.  SI 16
Weekly St. Louls Republic   I 75
tierni-Wesativ lammerat.  1 75
Weekly Nashville Sun.  1 75
Vietery is assured the silver men in
November if they will all, regardless of
former political affiliations, vote for
Bryan and Sewell, but the failure of
any large number of them to do o will
defeat the cause that they are so anxious
to see triumph.
Mark Hanna points with pride to the
committee having charge of the McKin-
ley eamPeiffil sad saes, "the members
of that eommittee repreeent $100,000,-
OW." In riew of the fact that the Re-
publicans will make a boodle campaign
of this-ar; they usually do-Ilanns. may
well be proud of his committee, but he
will ueed something more than money
to enable him to put McKinley into the
White House. The mere fact that
Hanna lays so much stress on the
amount of money that his committee
repeeeents ought to cause the people of
the entire country to keep their eyes on
Hann& and his gang, so that it will be
imporeible to control the election by the
use of boodle.
It would be the height of folly for
Democrats to elect McKinley simply be-
cause their candidate for the Presideney
happens to differ from some of them on
a single question, and that a question
about which the very ablest statesmen
that the world ever saw, have differed.
There is more in Democracy than the
mere money question, the fundamental
principles of our Government are in-
volved, and the liberty of the people,
the very life of the Gavernment is de-
pendent upon the success of the Demo-
cratic party, as the Republican party's
policies are dangerous to the welfare of
the people. No Democrat should be
willing to give up his party and all that
it advocates simply because its declara-
tion on one issue dote not happen to be
what he thinks it ought to be-and no
true Democrat wilL
The downfall of Rome, Republican
Rome, did not come until all the wealth
had accumulated in the handa of a few
men, and the money power reigned su-
preme, and that has been the case with
all the republics that have fallen. For
many years the power of money has
been gradually increasing in this cotm-
tiy. 1 his state of affairs began during
the late war between the States, and
Abraham Lincoln, who, if he were now
living, would be called an anarchist by
the Wall street gang. foresaw the dan-
ger that would some day threaten the
very existence of the Republic, as is
very clear from the following extract
takeu from a letter that he wrote to a
friend just before the close of the war :
"Yea. ,we may congratulate ourselves
that the cruel war ia nearing its close.
It him cost a vast amount of treasure
and blood. The best blood of the flow-
er of American youth has been freely
offered upon our country's altar that the
natiou might live. It has indeed been
a trying hour for the Republic; but I
see in the near future a crisis approach-
ing that unnerves me and causes me to
tremble for the safety of my country.
As a result of the war corporations have
been enthroned and an era of corruption
in high places will follow, and the
money power of the country will at-
tempt to prolong its retgn by working
on the prejudices of the people until all
wealth is aggregated in a few hands,
and the Republic destroyed. I feel at
this moment more anxiety than ever be-
fore, even in the midst of war. God
grant that my suspicions may be
groundless."
Webeter, Clay, Calhoun, Walker, Car-
little, Mills and many other of the ablest
MU of whom this country can boast
have made speeches almost without
number on the tariff question, yet men
who are entirely capable of judging may
that not a single one of them ever mede
a tariff speech equal to that made by Wm.
Jennings Bryan, of Nebraska, in the
Federal HOuse of Representatives dur-
ing his last term, while the Wilaon tar-
iff bill, the preeent tariff law, was
under ciiscussion. This is the general
verdict of the men who were then in the
Home, and also of that portion of the
public that is iu the habit of reading
and keeping posted as to the course of
Federal herislation. The speeches of all
these men are in the Congressional
Globe and the Congressional Record,
and any man who doubts the truth of
this statement can readily refer to the
speeches of each and every one of the
statesmen mentioned. His speech on
the silver question. delivered during the
same term of Congreite, is declared to be
the clettrest exposition of the silver ;side
of the currency iesue that haa yet been
made. aud that too when the very ablest
men of this, country, as well as of for-
eign lands, have spoken ma the question.
The Congressman who was down on the
program to follow Mr. Bryan
arose from his seat in the House
and stated that he would not address
the members "RECAUsE SR. BRYAN HAS
SAID ALL THAT COULD BR SAID OS THAT
IMDS-1111A6 ILTHAUSTZD nts Ammer."
Again, he showed his patriotism as well
ait his ability to go to the very bottom
of a subject, when he delivered his
celebrated speech against Presi-
dent Cleveland's policy of issuing bonds
to keep the gold reserve intact instead
of redeeming in silver am the Constitu-
tion contemplates when it uses the word
"coin." These speeches showed that
Mr. Bryan was au absolute insister of
the science Government, yet, in spite of
all this display of familiarity with the
principlesof the governmeneone can find
Republican newspapers that are ao hard
up for an argument that they cry out
that Bryan is such a young man, and
that "the country stands in need of an
experienced man like McKinley," but
such rot cannot inflaence men who will
remember that the leading men of this
world have been men who did their
greatest work between the awe of 30
and 40 years. Napoleon was com-
mander of all the armies of France and
defeated the most able Generals of Eu-
rope before he was 27 years of ago; Jef-
ferson wrote the Declaration of Inde-
pendence when he waa 33 years of age;
Alexander Hamilton wait at the age of
32 Secretary of the United States Treas-
ury and had written a "Report to Con-
green" that will, as long as the world
stands, always be regarded as one of the
greatest work), on finance ever written,
and he had also written many of the
beet papers that are now to be found in
the "Federalist." Monroe, the fifth
President and the father of the cele-
brated American policy towards
wards foreign powers, was famous be-
fore he reached the 3Sith year of his age.
So it will be seen that Mr. Bryan at 36
ie not the first young man who has dis-
played remtulable ability and gained a
national reputation. His age will not
Make against him.
4
The fact that Merehal Field, Of Chi-
cago, made seven million dollars in the
dry goods trade last year is said to be
due to the great quantity of printers ink
used in advertising his goods.
McKinley and his gang had might as
well go to some sea coast town and put
in their time from now until November
trying to sweep back the ocean tide
with a broom tiet 10 try to stay the free
silver tide that will sweep all gold bugs
out of office.
The bankers hope to stop gold eiports
by their action in turning in gold to the
Treasury. Their course is selfishly %Use
as well tid patriotic. But how much bet-
ter would it be if our currency system
were such as to rid the Treasury of its
counection with all such questions!
The Republicans want to retain the
single gold standard, but they refrain
from explaining how they would do it
without iasuing bonds. The truth of
the businees is they cannot do it in any
other way except by paying silver, and
that they declare they would not do.
That Boss Platt will be in at pie time
in caee McKinley should happen to be
elected ia shown by the fact that Mark
Hanna has been in New York consult-
ing with him. The Republicans could
not hope to be succesful in New York
ithout the aid of Boas Platt, and Boss
Platt never aids anybody without there
is something in it for himself.
Oscar Wilde is reported az having re-
marked to a friend recently, "I have
erred throughout my life in leaving out
all consideration of the moral element."
CoL Wilde is very late in life finding
thie thing out, but yet he is. ahead of
the Republican party, which has done
the same thing and which does not
seem to have yet found out the error.
McKinley's election would give the
world ite first opportunity for seeing a
country governed by a syndicate. It
would be a government of McKinley by
Hanna and for a syndicate of protected
manufacturers. The only connection
that the people would have with it
would be when they went into the tax-
gatherer's office to empty their pockets.
Henna would do well to talk to the
strikers in Cleveland wbo are now dril-
ling with the avowed intention of so
perfecting themselves in the mantud of
arms that they may be successful in an
attack which they will make on the po-
lice three for the purpose of avenging
the death of two of their number who
were killed in the skirmishes that they
engaged in with the officers and the
non-anion men who took the places
after the strike.
The Republican leaders are very
much disappointed at not being able to
force the tariff question to the front.
They hoped to make that the leading
issue, so that they would not have to
expoee any more than necessary their
weak poeition on the currency issue,
and that is one reason why they nomi-
nated McKinley. The people, however,
care nothing for any except the cur-
cency question this year, and the Re-
publican spell-binders will find this out
whee they go on the stump.
The good Republicans-if there can
be such a thing-cannot afford to vote
for McKinley for the Presidency, be-
cause to do so would be to give his in-
dorsement of the bargain and sale that
his party made of its nomination this
year. He should rebuke such corrupt.
methods a; were used to secure the
nomination of a man who has in ad-
vance sold out to the most conscience-
less set of nionspolists that ever nitwits-
'listed the wires in any National Con-
vention that has ever amembled in this
country.
The idea of Steve Elkins denonncing
the advocateel of free silver as enemies
of good government is enough to wring
a peal of laughter from the oldest mum-
my in any of the Egyptian pyramids.
Elkins has done aa much corrupt work
as any man in the Republican party,
unless it be Boss Platt, and he ought
not to have the face to accuse anybody
of betng an enemy to good government.
He is not in a position to accuse even
Herr Most of such a thing. Elkins'
nerve is as great as his lack of political
principle.
The Spanish report of a boycott by
Spanish sympathizers in Central and
South America against United States
merchants on account of the Cahan sit-
uation is a neat bluff, but it Will not
work. The Cuban cause is even more
popular in the American States that
have felt the pressure of Spanish rule
than in the United States. For one
Spaoish-American merchant who would
boycett our goods became of sympathy
with Spain there are ten who wonld in-
crease their order because of sympathy
with Cuba.
Many a man has bolted the Chicago
platform and ticket in order to get hie
name in the gold bug newspapers as a
"leading Democrat"-every man that
bolta is a leader, you know, even if he
was never heard of before, as the bolt
would not seem of much importance if
the man was just an ordinary Demo-
crat. While the gold bug papers pub-
lish in very large and black type the
names of every Democrat who declines
to rupport Biyan, they do not mention
any of the leading Republicans who
will support Bryan, but that is, proba-
bly, merely an oversight.,
The Memphis Commenial-Appeal
says : "We take it that the election of
McKinley will mean a Bacchanalian
orgy of protection. The erection of high
fences with barbed-wire crests will at
once begin. The war on the American
workingman will be promptly declared.
They will be required to line up while
the protected manufacturers go through
their pockets and take what they want.
Are the people prepared to go back to
the old regime? Are they ready to pay
50 per cent. more for their dry good' and
their clothing, not to mention other nec-
essaries of life, in order that the mil-
lionaires of Pennsylvania may hold high
jinks?
The Republican leaders are trying to
stiffeb the backbone of the rank and file
of their party by declaring that the
Democratic party is entirely dead, but
they will find it to be a very live corpse
on the 3rd day of November next. The
Democracy will officiate at the funeral
of the Republican party just as it did at
the funeral of the Whig party, the
Know-nothing or American party, and
the Federalist party. As long an there
is a Republic between the St. Lawrence
and the Gulf of Mexieo and the Atlantic
and Pacific oceans there will be a Dem-
ocratic perty, simply because it repre-
senta principled that are the mainstay of
a Republic.
Mrs, Anna Gage, Off of Ex-
Deputy U. S, Marshal,
Columbus, CAL. says
"I was delivered
of TWINS in
less than 10 min-
utes and with
scarcely any pain
after using only
two bottles of
"MOTHERS'
FRIEND"
DID NOT 1.1771112 ATTIRWARD.
iscr et sr or4.1:11, ocrrifeliwc,rtreiri rat
SaSiQ.
BOWELS WLOCIATOR CO.. STURM a&
SOLOIST ALL DRVOCIIITii.
AGAINST TEE POOR MAX.
No man who is posted es to the legis-
lation passed bsr the Republican party
since the war and who will tell the
truth about the matter will deny that it
has all been in the interest of the
wealthy, has been to increase in a few
years the wealth of the few at the ex-
pense of the many, and that is the rea-
son why ninety-nine hundredths of the
millionaires of the United States belong
to the Republican party, and put up
enormous campaign funds to enable it
to remain iu power. How many mil-
lionaires are there in the Democratic
party? We venture that there are not
twenty, and it is not natural that there
should be, because the Democratic creed
is equal rights to all men, exclusive
privileges to none-a creed which does
not suit the millionaire, as he thrives
best when the strong arm of the law
steps in and levies taxes on labor for
his sole benefit. The Democratic party
always has been and always will be
recognized as the poor man's party.
The Republican party favors the single
gold standard, thereby virtually declar-
ing that it is opposed to paying for a thing
more than half of what the thing is
really worth, bensuse in that way it
will double the power of the money of
the Wall street and the Lombard street
banker, in whose interest it is working
and for whose interest alone it will leg-
islate if the people are so unwise as to
entrust it with the reins of the Govern-
ment, which it is sincerely to be hoped
they will not do. Four years of Mc-
Kinleyism would be so disastrous to the
country thut it would not recover with-
in the next half a century.
WHAT IT MEANS.
Campaign promises that if McKinley
is elected Preeident of these United
States the country will be very prosper-
ous will not deceive the people as to the
real nature of McKinleyism. The peo-
ple of this country tried the policy of
high tariff, and rejected it, and ordered
it to be repealed. Nothing has hap-
pened since then to change in the
slightest degree the unjust and oppres-
sive nature of McKinleyism. It is now,
as then, a greedy and grasping demand
for special tariff privileges for the bene-
fit of et ew great manufacturing trusts
and combines. It is an iniquitous
scheme by which American consumers
are to be forced to pay exceedingly high
taxes for the benefit of the monopolists,
who thereby can make still greater for-
tunes. It means class legislation in the
interest of those who furnish the Re-
publican party with money to buy
votes, and corrupt the sources of popu-
lar government. Such men as those
who get rich at the expense of the
masses of the people are the only ones
who favor a repetition of the iniquitous
McKinley tariff law. It is a fraud and
a robbery. Four years ago the people
voted against it, and there can be no
reason why they should this year vote
in favor of high tariff robbery merely
because McKinley's henchmen are loud-
ly claiming that McKinley is the great
advance agent of proeperity.
BRYAN'S SPEECH.
Bryan's speech at the monster notifi-
cation in New York city will not only
set the keynote for the Democratic cam-
paign, but will set the pace for the Re-
publicans to follow, a6 Mark Hanna has
said that the Republican plan of cam-
paign would not be settled upon until
they have that speech before them. Mr.
Bryan ought to, and doubtless does feel
highly complimented to occupy this po-
sition before the country. By the way,
speaking of that nctification meeting,
the railroade running into New York
city seem disposed to throw obstacle, in
the way of Democrats who wialt to at-
tend the meeting. The Democrats at
Weebington for instance, Applied to the
two railroads having direct lines to New
York for a reduced fair for the meeting
and were Informed that no reduction
would be allowed. This somewhat un-
naual action on the part of the railroads
which are ordinarily only too anxious
to offer inducements in the shape of re-
&teed fare to any large crowd, has been
much commented upon, and many think
it only a part of the general plan of the
moneyed and corporate interests to fight
Bryan and Sewall: but it has not damp-
ened the enthusimm of the Democrata.
OFF HIS BASE.
Some fellow who has an idea that he
wants a good fat job told Gov. Bradley
that it was his duty as Governor to ap-
point a Tobacco Inspector for the city of
Louisville, but how he could have ar-
rived at such a conclusion is not easy to
understand. The tobacco business is
purely a private business, and se a mat-
ter of course the Governor conld not in
any way have anything to do with it.
The Tobacco Inspectors on every mar-
ket are elected by the buyers and the
warehousemen,who look after the inter-
ests of the planters, and no Legialature
ever thought of such a thing as meddling
with the tobacco trade. The Governor
would make himself the laughing stock
of the entire State if he should take the
word of his adviser and attempt to ap-
point a Tobacco Inspector at Louisville.
We say attempt, because that is all it
would amount to, as the buyers and
werehousemen would not pay any re-
gard to such an appointment. Gov.
Bradley would do well to turn a deaf
ear on his ignorant adviser, or else he is
liable "to get his foot in it."
Those newspapers that screech about
"Bryan and riots" ignore the fact that
there was more rioting and more order-
ing out the troops while McKinley was
Governor of Ohio than at any other
period in the history of the State. And
nearly ever since McKinley was nomi•
nated at Chicago there has been a big
strike on at Cleveland, where strikers
who have been repuleed by officers are
drilling daily so as to prepare themselves
for an attack upon the officers of the
law and upon the non•union men who
will not quit work at a command from
the lawless strikers.
Mr. J. G. Shauklin, Indiana member
of the Democratic National Committee,
says Indiana is certain to go for Bryan
and Sewall by a large majority ; that no
more than one thousand gold Democrats
will bolt, while more than ten times
that many silver Republicans will vote
the Democratic ticket, and that there
there are good reatione for hoping that
Ohio will go Democratic, while the
chances are in favor of Bryan carrying
the whole Missiasippi Valley.
The Republicans claimed in 1893 that
if the §herman law could be repealed
prosperity would return within a few
weeks. The law was repealed, but profs-
perity has not yet put iu an appearance.
Now the same fellows are advertising
McKinley as the advance agent of pros-
perity, but in this case they are as sadly
mistaken aa they were in 1898. The
election of McKinley would bring any-
thing else except prosperity, and every
thinking man realizes that fact and will
do all he can to prevent the election of
the representative of wall street and the
protected manufacturers.
Beware of Olstateats for Catarrh That
Costae Mercury,
as mercury will surely destroy the
Renee of smell and completely derange
the whole system when entering it
through the mucous surfaces. Such
articles should never be used except on
prescriptions from reputable physicians,
as the damage they will do is ten-fold
to the good you can possibly derivefrom
them. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufac-
tured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo,
0., contains no mercury, and is taken
internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mueous surfaces of the sys-
tem. In buying Hall's Catarrh Cure be
sure you get the genuine. It is taken
internally, and made in Toronto, Ohio,
by F. J. Cheney ar Co. Testimonials
free.
Sold by esuggists, price 75c. per bot-
tle.
Hall's Family Pills are the beet.
The workingman who totes for Mc- INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN.kinley will vote to increase his own
burdeus, as McKinley declares that the
people must be taXed much more heavi-
ly than they have been in the past.
-- ---
To call the free silver movement a
"craze" will not in the least injure it.
It imply shows that the gold bug press
has no argument to use against it, and
hope that by ridiculing it they cun pre-
vent people from declaring in its favor.
It is strange that the gold men who
refuse to vote for Bryan do not come
out and declare themselves in unmis-
takable tenns for McKinley, as they
could serve him to better advantage in
that way than by putting ont anotht r
ticket.
_
The gold standard men talk of in-
trinsic value and declare that the stamp
of the Government doe* not impart any
value to the coin. If that is the case,
why do they prefer one of Uncle Sam's
dollars to a Mexican dollar, when it
contains nearly seven grains lees of pure
silver than does the Mexican dollar?
One of the most absurd things in con-
nection with the present campaign is
the claim of the Republicans to being
the only true bimetallists ill the coun-
try. Their claim that the gold standard
will keep every dollar on a parity with
every otuer dollar and that therefore
they are bimetallists ts simply ridicu-
lous.
Senator Stewart, of Nevada, takes his
pen in hand and states his views of the
Delegates Selected to the
Madisonville Convention.
DR. CLARDY PRESENT.
Democratic County Convention Held at tl •
Court House.
The eounty Democratic convention to
select delegates to the Convention to be
held at Madisonville next Monday was
held at two o'clockWednesday afternoon
in the city oor rt room.
All but six precincts werereprtsented.
'Squire Guneet was elected temporary
chairman and Toni Underwood Secre-
tary. The temporary organization was
made permanent.
A committee of five, composed of
Judge T. J. Morrow, W. A. Wilgus, Dr.
B. F. Eager, Joneph Morvely, John W.
Foard, was appointed to prepare resolu-
tions and name delegatee.
1 he committee made the following re-
port :
lit solved, that we. the repreeentativert
of the Democratic party, of Christian
nanty, in conventen assembled, reaf-
firm our allegiance to the principles of
the party as set forth in the national
platform adopted at ChicagoJuly 7 1896,
and tudorse and ratify the nomination of
Preeideutial contest. He predicts as the standard-bearere Bryan and Sewall.
follows : Twenty-nine States, whose
electoral votes aggregate t20 sure for
Bryan, six States, whose votes aggre-
gate 111, he calls doubtful. He gives
ten States as sure for McKinley with
votes amounting to 116.
Hon. Tom Watson made speeches in
Alabama in aid of the Populist-Repub-
lican ticket, and as a result the Demo-
cratic ticket on Tuesday was elected by
the largest majority that the Democrat-
ic party has polled in Alabama for many
years. The Democrats would do well to
employ Wabson to speak for the Popu-
lists in Illinois and other doubtful
States.
Representative Meredith:of Virginia,
says of hie State: "It is all one way in
Virginia. A large number of Republi-
cans and all of thePopulists are going to
support theDemocratic ticket which will
carry the State by a big majority. There
will be large defection of gold Demo-
crats from the ticket, aud for every bol-
ter there will be two acquisitions from
tbe Republicans".
Tom Watson ought to throw up the
nomination,eecured for him by fraud, if
he is really honest when he says that he
favors the free coinage of silver. Each
day that he tries to hold on to the nom-
ination simply lteeene the chalices for a
harmonioua campaign. If he does not
get off the track within the next ten
days, the National Committee of the
Populist party ought to meet and re-
move him from the ticket, as the St.
Louis convention just before adjourn-
ing gave it the authority to do if it
should be foand advisable.
That the campaign in Ohio is to be a
lively one this year is shown by the fact
that a Bryan club has been organized at
Canton, McKinley's home, and Mr.
Bryan has been asked to deliver a speech
there. In this club are a number of
life-long Republicans who will vote
against McKinley this year simply on
account of the currency question, as
t'aey believe that the future welfare of
the entire country depends upon the
way in which this one question is set-
tled in November next. These men are
still Republicans, bat this time at auy
rate they will place their country above
their party.
One of the most ridiculous ideas in the
world is that advanced by the gold men,
that because a banker deals in money he
necessarilly knows more about the cur-
rency question than anybody else. The
men who blast rock and roll them out of
the quarries become very expert in
hanaling stones, yet they are not neces-
sarily geologists, but to claim that they
were would be no more absurd than to
claim that because bankers handle so
much money they necessarily know
more about financial problems than do
men in other lines of business. The cur-
rency question is one that any intelli-
gent man can understand if he will in-
form himself, and does not require any
special training to master.
As a matter of course most all the
rich men oppose the free coinage of sil-
ver. They always have and always will
oppose any measure that will increase
the amount of money in circulation, for
the reason that the less money there is
in circulation, the more valuable will be
every dollar that they possess. The poor
man aud the man of moderate means
are benefitted every time there is a dol-
lar added to the volume of ourrency, and
therefore they are right in favoring the
free and unlimited coinage of silver,
and they should do all in their power to
see that this measure become% a law,
and the way to do that is to vote for the
candidates wbo are pledged to the silver
cause. The poor man who supports Mc-
Kinley or any other gold standard man
stands greatly iu his own light.
The Coming ef Baby.
When a baby comes to the house real
happineen ciente. The care and anxiety
count for nothing against the clinging
touch of the little hand,' and the sound
of the little voice. The highest func-
tion given to human beings is bringing
healthy, happy children into the world.
Over thirty years ago the needs of wo-
men appealed te Dr. Pierce, now chief
cousulting physieian to the Invalids'
Hotel and Surgical Institute, of Buffalo,
N. Y. The result of his study improved
by thirty years of yractice is enilested
in Dr Pierce's avorite Prescription.
It atrengthens, purifies and makes
healthy the organs distinctly feminine.
It gives weak wotnen the strength and
health necessary for the produetien of
healthy children, and it makes the bear-
ing of thole children easy. It is sure to
cure any weakness or derangement pe-
culiar to women ; stops pain, soothes' in-
fiammation, strengthens, purities, in•
vigorates.
Gladness Comes
With a better understanding of the
v transient nature of the many phys-
ical ills, which vanish before proper ef-
forts—gentle efforts-pleasant e fforts—
rightly directed. There is comfort iv
the knowledge, that so many forms or
sickness are not due to any actual dis-
ease, but simply to a constipated condi-
tion of the system, which the pleasant
family laxative, Syrup of Figs. prompt-
ly removes. That is why it in the only
remedy with millionsof families, and is
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value health. Its beneficial
effects are iir cie to the fact, that it is the
one remedy which promotes internal
cleanliness without debilitating the
organs on which it acts. It is therefore
all important, in order to get its bene-
ficial effects, to note when you pur-
chime, that you have the genuine arti-
cle, which is manufactured by the Cali-
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only and sold by
all reputable druggists.
If in the enjoyment of grod health,
and the system is regular, laxatives or
other remedies are then not needed. If
afflicted with any actual disease, one
may be commended to the mood skill;u1
physicians. but if in need of a laxative,
one should have tne best, and with the
well-informed everywhere. Syrup of
Figs stands highest and is most largely
mod and gives most general satisfactime
and pledge our support to the ticket that
we believe will lead us to a signal tri-
umph in November. We further
call upon all good c.tizens
holding to the principles of
the Democratic platform no matter
what mny have been their party affilia-
tions in the past, to co-operate with us
in the election of our nominees in the
;,.-eat contest now being waged betwevn
the allied money powers of the world
and the people of the United States.
RESOLTRD, That the following dele-
gates; be appointed to the District con-
vention at Madisonville and instructed
to cast the twelve votea of Christian
county for Hon. J. D. Clardy for Con-
gress :
Chile. M. Meacham, James West, W.
A. Wilgus, Dr. B. F. Eager, T. J. Mor-
row, J. W. Riley, T. C. Underwood
Frank Monroe, F. C. Clardy, C. H.
Tandy, R. L. Moeley, Jonett Henry,
Isaac Garrott, M. D. Brown, T. L.
Graham, L. L. Moos, R. A. Elgin. W.
R. °stem. Chas. Knight, J. C. Buckner,
Geo. E. Gary. C. K. Wyly. L. T. Brash-
er, W. L. Parker Ind all good Demo-
crats; of Christian county.
On motion the report was adopted. It
was stated in the conventiou that tee
L N. Railroad had offered a round
trip rate of $1.41. The delegates will
leave Hopkinmville at 10 o'clock a. in.
and retren, if they wish, that afternoon.
Dr. Clardy thanked the people for
unanimously recommencline him for
the second time as a candidate for
Congress. He Raid he would pnt him-
self at the disposal of the campaign
committee te work in the intertet of the
national ticket. The convention then
adjourned.
A CARD
About the Recent Appellate Conven-
tion.
But not only wee this the logic of tile
situation, and the general understand-
ing that this ought to be done; HUT IT
WAS EXERlisSLY AOREED TO AT THE TIME.
HY WYTHMR. AND MR.MILSCHA
as well ae by every one of us.
It took several hours consultation for
the details of the arrangementa to be
settled satisfactorily, and when the time
arrived to embody the agreement iu
tion.
The efforts made by Mr. C. M. Meech
am, in the last issue of the Kentuckian
to excuse, if uot to justify, the conduct
of the two delegates te the Appellate
Convention from Christian county, him•
self and Mr. W. A. Wilgus, who,on the
final ballot, cast their vette for Judge
White, and thereby defeated Judge
Bishop, have forced us to make a plain
statement of the facts which brought
about that unfortunate result.
It is not improper to premise that no
one of the so called "managers" or
friends of Judge Bishop in Christian
county ever felt or manifested any hue-
tility to Mr. Yeaman, tier was then.
ever a time in the history of the canvass
or of the convention when they would
have hesitated to oast their votes and
influence for him in a contest between
him and Judge White or auy other per-
son except Judge Bishop.
Owing to this feeling, and because we
believed the Democratic party in Chris-
tian preferred first the nomination of
Bishopand,secondly,if that could not be
done, the selection of Yeoman, the un-
dersigned friends of Judge Bishop en-
tered into the written agreement of July
23rd refered to by Mr. Meacham and
voted for the resolution adopted by the
convention anti quoted in the colunnis
of the Kentuckian.
We were at that time perfectly satis-
fied that an between Bishop and Yea-
man the large majority of the people of
Christian were for Bishop and that the
delegate* could be instructed in the
county convention to vote as a unit for
him all the time as against any and
everybody. We also knew that, strictly
mpeaking, we had no right in advance to
agree amongst ourselves aa to how the
vote should be cast in the general con-
vention. But knowing, as we thought,
the feeling of the people, and realizing
that if we should be mistaken in this,
the county convention could correct the
error, we did agree with Mr. Wilgus
and Mr. Meacham in writing on the
23rd day of July that each candidate
should have a number of delegates in
exact proportion to the vote of pre
cincts he should carry,instructed to vote
for him in the Appellate Convention,
and that each man's friends should have
the right to name his delegates.. In ac-
cordance with the agreement, when it
was aticertained how the precincts voted
the resolution quoted by the Kentuckian
was adopted by the county convention
in which nine of the delegutes were in-
strueted to vote for Bishop and three for
Yearn's'', and it was added that they
should act independently of each other.
Of course this independent action re-
ferred to the interest between Yeamats
and Bishop, and was not intended to
control the delegation in their action on
any issue between oue of these men and
any one else.
In corning to this conclusion and en-
tering into this agreement we were mill-
ions, first to carry out the will of our
constituents, anti rescind, to glow to the
friends of Judge Yeaman iu Christian
and eleewhere that we had no desire to
antagonize him, and did not intend to
take any advantage of him. We there-
fore felt,when we made this agreement,
that ifan the progresa of the muvention
at any time, Judge Bishop's name
should be withdrawn that his friends
on the delegation should vote for Mr.
Yeaman, and they intended honestly
and in a good faith to do it, for thongh
Mr. l'eaman had shown himself in a
considerable minority, he had received
quite a respectable vote, and Judge
county.
White had not a single supporter iu this
Much more did we see the propriety
of the Yeaman deltwates, in the event
their man should be withdrawn, sup-
porting Judge Bishop. For, whether
they rewarded themselves on the dele-
gation by "coartesy" or not, they must
have felt when they signed the paper
that Judge Bishop's friends were in the
niajorityand could rale them out, or
else they never would have agreed to be
I could get relieisatisfied with only a part of the delega BEFORE from a most hor-
rible blood dis-
ease I had spent hundreds of dollars
trying Various remedies and physi-
cians, none of which did me any
good. My finger nails came off and
my hair came out, leaving me
perfectly bald. I then went to
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There is no dividing line.
DON'T FORGET for 5 cents you get almost
as much " Battle Ax " as you do of other
brands for 10 cents.
DON'T FORGET that " Battle Ax" is made of
the best leaf grown, and the quality cannot be
improved.
DON'T FORGET, no matter how much you
arc charged for a small piece of other brands,
the chew is no better than Battle Ax."
DON'T FORGET, " Economy is wealth," and
you want all you can get for your money.
Why pay 10 ctnts for other brands when you
can get "Battle Ax" for 5 cents?
ti eller time all of usexeept Judge Mor-
row, and both Mr. Wilgus and Mr,
Meacham were present, and we all
agreed with Mr. Bueh, and so the papet
in that shape wait signed by C. H. Bush
and W. R. Howell on the part of Judge
Bishop and C. M. Meacham and W. A.
Wilgus on the part of Mr. Yeaman aud
witneesed by William Reed and Hunter
Wood.
It may be that in a dry Court of Law,
these men could take advantage of that
omission : but how under such circum-
stances, anybody could reconcile it to
their sense of propriety to disregard it,
toomething we leave these gentlemen
to explain.
All we want the people to know is
how and why we made an agreement,
what it was, and how we carried it out
goo4 faith, and also that if by reason
of it, their wishes were defeated, it was
not our fault. We carried out the
agreement in good faith as far as we
could, and if it had been adhertel by all
the delegation from Christian, theu in
all probaWlity, Judge Bishop would
have been notninated-at any rate no
Democrat in Christian would have had
any excuse to eomplain that he had been
betrayed, and nothing "somewhat ex-
e. ould have been required
JudgeJohn Phelps, who was the third
Veltman delegate, it may be as well to
add. took the view uf this matter as we
do, and though he was not personally a
party to this agreement, he recognized
the propriety of vating for Bishop, when
Veltman WAS dropped, and as a just and
honorable man, he cut loose from Mr.
Meacham and Mr. Wilgus, and did so.
We want the people to understand
that while it may be true that we were
"duped" in this transaction, aud taken
advantage of, it was not because we
made any mistake, unless it was in
trusting to the good faith of the "mana-
gers" of Judge )(rental'.
We manifested some dullnees in
relying upon this, but we are very cer-
tain we shall never again be guilty of
such stupidity.
Whether or not the action of the
county convention in declining to adopt
the unit rule, when three out of four
men there were for Bishop, and allow-
ing Yeaman to have three out of the
twelve votes of the eounty, whereby
Mr. Meat-ham and Mr. Wilgus were al-
lowed seats in the delegation, was or
was not an act of "courtesy" and
whether or not there gentlemen,in cone
pansing the nomivasion of Judge White
and the defeat of Judge Bishop, were or
not guilty of a gross breach of faith to-
wards the friends of Judge Bishop. and
an inexcusable disregard of the rigida
and wishte of the Democrats of Chris-
ttianinitioneu.tity, we leave the public to de-
W. R. Howeu..
C. H. Bust!,
WM. M. REED.
HUNTER WOOD.
I endorse the above card except so far
as it states occurrences and conversa-
tions that took place when I was not
present.
I will state I wee not present when
the agreement referrtel to was written
and signed. I never knew and don't
know now what it contained. I was
present when Bush, Meacham, Howell,
Wood, Reed and myself were diecussing
the matter, trying to reaell an ugree-
went, and dnring that talk Mr. Mea-
cham assured the crowd that ht. was
honestly and sincerely for Judge Biehop
next to Judge YttlittlItIl. and lio One Sus-
pected that he would vote for White.
After what was said by him, I was
sleeked and astounded when two of
Christian eounty ' votes fe Inch would
have elected Birhopi were cast for
White in the district eonvention. I was
opposed to any agreement and stated th •
I would not be a party to it, but in-
formed the elude party if an agreement
was reach%d I would abide by itand left
the room.
Mr. Meacham frequently talked to
me with referenee to settling the ques-
tion by compromise or otherwise. but I
always refused and told him that I was
not Judge Bishop's manager and eould
tot act in that capacity. I wish to state
further that no ktlifTt4.111l'Ilt of any sort
would ever have been made except the
same was urged by Mr. Win.M.Iteed, of
Marehall county, Judge Bishop's mana-
ger and close friend, and who thought
it was for Judge Bishop's best interest ;
watt from Mr. C. M. Meacham that I
first heard any suggestion or prevention
about a division of the vote of Christian
and this was iieveral weeks before this
agreement was made.
T. J. Moiteow.
RESPITED.
Stanford, Ky., Aug 6.-Atithony Al-
corn, the Ile.RTO who was to have lesei
hanged here this morning for murder-
ing his father, has been grunted a re-
spite of 30 days by Gov. Bradley.
HOT SPRINGS
Hoping to be cured by this celebrated
writing, Mr. Howell attempted to write treatment, but very soon became disgusted
it, and when he read it, and this latter and decided to try S.S.S. 'I he efftct was
truly wonderful. I commenced to recoverpart of the arrangement had been omit
at once, and after I had taken twelve hot-
ted oue of us called attention to that ties I was entirely cured-cured by S.S.S.
fact, when Mr. Bush said that it WAS when the world-
not necesaary to add it that we all clear- renowned ti ot
ly understeod it, and as honorable men ZrinP had felled•
would curry it out, to which Mr. Wilgus 11, 8. L°Omis, •Shreveeort, La.
and Mr. Meacham assented ; at this par- puts ss ot;,..,70.4, nap rear ct seam swats,
• •
A TERRIBLE WRECK.
Two Trains Dash Together
and Kill and Wonnd Many.
TIRED OF THE THRONE
An Effort is Being Made to Get Carlisle to
Run For President on a Gold Platform.
A HORRIBLE WRECK.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA I
Philadelphia, Pa. , July 31.-A railroad
wreck terrible in its details, occurred
four miles from Atlantic City, N. J.,
last night, when the fast exprees of the
Philadelphia and Reading railroad
dashed broadside into u crowded excur-
*eon train of the Pennsylvania railroad,
whose tracks cross those of the Reading.
The excursion train was cut in two by
the expresso', and bt.tween afty and one
handred men, women and children
were killed or injured . One report is
that thirty-seven persons were killed
outright, and that at least a dozen more
can not survive.
LATER.
Atlantic City, July 31.-The debris
from the wreck of the Pennsylvania
train that was run into by the Phila-
delphia & Reading train having been
cleared away the number of dead and
wounded is now accurately known.
There were forty-two killed and fifty-
three wounded, and a good many of the
wounded will die within the next
twenty-four hours. The suffering of
the wounded is terrible.
QUEEN VICTORIA TO RETIRE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ER•1
New York, July el.-A press cable-
gram received in this city Kays that
Queen Victoria has determined to retire
from office in favor of the Prince of
\Valets. It is said that the Queen has
for some time been contemplating tak-
iug flint step, because she has been in
very bad health for some time, and
feels that the cares of the State are pn.-
venting her from improving any. She
would have resigned bee-re now, but
she wanted to remain .: the throne
long enough to make her reign longer
than that of any other monarch of Eug-
lane.
A DUEL WITH KNIVES.
[SPECIAL TO NEW Ear/. j
Greenville, Ky., Aug. 6.-There was
a terrible and a fatal duel fought near
here this morning. Thomas Hall, a
fanner residing near here, has quite a
large faun, and he has had for some
time as tell:111f , Terry JUMPS. Lately
the two men have not been getting along
very well, and this morning tiny met
and began to quarrel, and filially they
both drew large and sharp knives from
their pockets and rushing itt each other
began to slash and cut right and left in
the most fralitic manner. As a result
of the duel James is now dead and Hall
is dying, and Ins suffering is terrible.
All Reenmmed It.
Ask vour physician, your druggist and
your friends about Shilolee Cure for
Consumption.. They wit reconmiend
-Sold b yl RC. Iiiirdwick.
A PECULIAR TRAGEDY.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.]
Hyden, Ky., Ang. IS-There wait a
very peculiar tragedy near this plaee
this morning. A child of a family re-
siding near here wandered POMP distance
from the house, and as it did not return
a search was instituted. After search-
ing in the woods for some the parents
saw a wild cat trying to tear momething
to pieces, and approaching closer they
found that it was the body of their child
that the animal was standing over. The
child had evidently been dead some tine.
When they found it, and it had been so
torn to pieces that it could not have
been recognized exeept for the clothing.
For Children's Skin
wall., and hair, nothing In the whole wade bee
cleansing, purifying, and beautlf)lug es
CUTICURA
SOAP
tamest and Awe...teat for bath, and nursery.
For cllstraratIng facial eruption., Irriuttkrna of
the sealp. dry, thin, mod failing hair. rod, rough
lated•. ehafinga, Inflammations, and altuple baby
gaaloa and fleullsben It la wonderful.
TO THE PUBLIC:
arerowneroewowereew-- 
— —
feel eonfident that I can make it to your interest to buy Silks.
Does ;lode, Trimmings. Netious, Fancy Goods, Carpets, Rugs,
Matt legs, 1)11 lothil, tffce FROM /dE.
All tuy Spring und Summer Dross Goods and Trimmings
At Cost.
All my Silk Waist Patterns, Organdies', lawn and Dimities
At Cost.
A lot odds and ends is
ess Than Cost.
All mY Men's. Boy's, Ladi e, Misses and Children's Shoes
AT COST.
All my $1 75, 2 GO, 2 50 Ladies Shirt Waists for $4 00.
All of my $1 00, 1 23, 1 50 lAdies Shirt Waists for 75c.
And to make long matters short. I will save you money if you
will buy goods from me. RESPECTFULLY,
T. M. JONES.
THE BIG STORE
THE RACKET
A DEPARTMENT STORE
TWENTY STORES UNDER ONE ROOF.
eT-• se-a-es-es wel
frat socciai Rom 6111
SHOE DEPORTMENT:
We guarantee every I
shoe we sell not to rip,
if they rip we will sew
them up free of charge.
TRY IIB.
THE RACKET J. LI. Kugler
Bethel College,
RUSSELLVILLE, KY.
diccessibly, Healthful, Nine Schools, Thorough
Instruction, No Saloons, Expenses Moderate.
For i4lustrated catalogue, address
W. S.fRyland, ?resident.
•
SINKING PORI STORIES.
A Budget of R•openings From the New
Era's Regular Correspondent.
Quite an interesting merits of meet-
ings closed at this place Friday night,
with several aciditious to the church.
The pastor was assisted by Rev.
Vaughn, of Howell.
Miss Myna West has returned to her
home after a pleaeant visit to Miss Sal-
ln. Harria.
Mies Allie Wood is the pleasant guest
of her sister, Mrs. Jack Torian, this
week.
Mr. James Celvin opened the school
at this place last Monday.
Mrs. Leslie Stuumers, who has been
quite ill with typhoid fever. is much
better.
Mias Lizzie Wood, of Cerulean, was
the guest of Mies Ellie Murphy last
week.
hoIoldiss. Ida Cavanaugh has returned
home from the Ltrick Church neighbor-
Mies Mina Wood has gone to Concord
to continue teaching schooL
Mr. Ed. Brown, of your city, was in
our midst Sunday.
It is with eadness we relate the death
of Mrs. George Diuguiti, who departed
this life last Wednesday night. She
was a true Chrietian and has gone to
rest. RAT.
PENBRORE POINTERS.
Short Items Palma the South Christian
Town of More or Leas Interest.
Miss Pattie Slaughter, of Henderson,
is visiting fdrs. H. Y. Peruileton,
Miss Ora MOrris, of Crofton, is at
Mrs. C. E. Mann's this week.
A severe wind Saturday night did
damage to several bueiness houste and
ot her property.7
The entertainment Tuerulay night of
Miss Jennie Trice Richardson was well
attended and pronounced by all a grand
alleCtlIft. (Quite a number of young peo-
ple from neighboring towns were at•
tendance.
Mrs. Toni H. Porter is at Mrs. Stew -
art's for a few days.
Miss Mary Garnett has rerovered
from her einem..
Miss Lucile Phillips is spending a few
days with Miss Pearl Garrett.
An enjoyable event was a surprise
party given to Miss Ruth Paine Friday
night by her friends.
Mr. H. R. Poe. of this plisee. was
prostrated by the intense heat and for a
short time his friends dispaired of his
life, but he is now resting very well.
It Ray de as Mack for Tea.
Mr. Fred Miller, of Irving, Ill., writee
that he had a severe kidney trouble for
many years, with Revere paine in his
buck and alao that his bladder was affec-
ted. He tried many se called kidney
cures but without any good result.
About a year ago he began the use of
Electric Flitter* and found relief es
once. Electric bitters is especially
adapted to cure, all kidney and liver
troubles and often gives almost instant
relief. One triel will prove our state-
ment. Priee 50c at R. C. Hard-
wick's drug store.
LANDES WIILL OPPOS3 WHITE.,
Provided No Other C•ndidate Offers
For the Honor.
The First Appellate Distnct Republi-
can Committee Met at Princeton for the
purpose of taking steps to name a can-
didate for the Appellate bench. Twelve
counties were represented. Hon. Polk
Cansler, of tins city, was unanituouely
elected Chairman, and Thos. W. Patter-
mon, of Calloway, Secretary.
The eolumittee decided to make
Judge Joseph I.•Landem, of this eity.the
nominee, provided no other candidate
appears. In calie anybody else offers a
eonvention to decide who shall be the
candidate will be held in Paducah on
the 15th of SepWmber.
It is rumored .that Judge Clifton J.
Pratt. of Madisonville, may enter the
race.
Sold throwehout tn. ernrid. OWN greater than the awn.
red main -.loll Mlle' 44.4 .44P4- Inn.... Dr. Price's Cream Baking PowderII I . Mir l'mp• , hawses. a A
ar " to Purdy sad beaaolg Baby'. an. World's Fair Iligbost Award.
THE FIRST DISTRICT.
Republicans Nominate a
Trigg County Man.
AN EXTRA SESSION.
A Lewisville Was Nests, Mime asel
Beds a Variety Actress All is 0vis elver.
SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.'
Princeton, Aug. 5.-G. P. Thanes, o
Trigg county, was on yaw rday nomi-
nated as the candidate for Congress by
the Republican convention of the First
Cengressional district in session in
this city. The nomination was some-
what of a surprise, as most people
thought that Capt. Ed Earley, of Padu-
cah, who was the candidate of the Mc-
Kinley wing, would have a
wallt-over in the convention, but
the Captain recognized early in the con-
vention that the Bradley faction, headed
by Warden J. H. Happy, of the Eddy•
vale penitentiary, had him beaten, no he
did not allow his name to be placed be-
fore the convention at all The result is
a big victory for the Bradley gang.
Only one ballot wart taken in the con-
•sution. It resulted : G. P. Thomas, of
Trigg county, 52 1-0; Andereon, of
Gravee county. 43 9-10. Anderson's
name was theu withdrawn, and Thomas'
nomination was made unanimous Wal-
ler Blackburn, of Crittenden county,
was temporary chairman, and W. J.
Deboe was' permanent chairman. While
the aeveral committees were out, Mr.
Polk Cannier, of HopkuurviLle, addressed
the convention.
The platform adopted by the OenVen-
tioll calls upon all men who fel or the
maintenance- of the single gold standard
to aid in the election of its nominee. The
platform alao says: "We heartily is-
dorse the financial policies of President
Cleveland and Seceetary Carlisle and
reeognize their unbiased integrity in
maintaintng the public credit upon a
gold basis."
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.
At a meeting of the Board of Directors
of the Bank of Hopkinsville held this
day the following resolutions were
adopted :
W ss, The inscrutable providence
of an all- wire Creator has removed front
the service of this corporation, and the
society of appreciative and sorrowing
friends, the Hon. E. P. Campbell, late
President of the Bank of Hopkinsville;
Therefore be it
Re...tole-me That we, the sorrowing
directors and officers of the Bank of
Hopkinseille, recognizing his eminent
ability as the trueted, tried and faithful
servant in a high and delicate trust, we
most sincerely sympathize with and
hereby tender to his bereaved and air
rowing family our most sincere condo-
lence, sharing with them, and the pub-
lic whom he so faithfully served, in rec-
ognition of the low; suetained. We most
cheerfully bear testimony to his emi-
nent worth as a man and citizen, his
fidelity and uuswen-ing integrity as a
public 'servant, and his excellent !linen
for the many position of honor and
trust to which from time to time during
his useful and eventful life the cone•
donee of his fellow-citizens -sailed him.
RESOLORD, That A copy of these IWO-
lotions be sent to his family, and that
they be spread on the minutes of this
eorporation, and that they ba published
in time Hopkinsville papers.
A eopy attest :
J. E. Mcniettsoe, Pree't.
Rheumatism Cared In • Day.
"Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism and
Neuralgia radically cures in 1 to 3 da
Its action upon the aysfem le
and myeterotus. It removes at once the
cause and the dinetime immediately dis-
appears. The find closer-melt! henefits;
75 yenta: Sold by R. 0. thtrielt Drage
gist HOpkiniville.
!le
-
• WEEKLY NEW ERA.
R'RIDAY, AUGUST 7, 1896.
VOL. XXVII, NO
tHE 'NATIONAL' PARTY
Another Wild and Woolly
Party iirthe.Fight.
AS WILD AS THE POPS
A Number of Fatalities. Such as Murders.
Swocides. Etc.. Reported by Wire.
BEN BRUSH INJURED IN A WRECK
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA;
Louisville, Ky., Aug. 3. —Louisville
has been the scene of many State
ventions, but there is to be one held
here on August 10th that for a wild and
Wooly platform will be ahead of any
that the people of this city have ever
men.
The convention is that of what is
known as the "National" party, and it
!I about the newest thing in the politi-
cal situation of the present year, that
has been very prolific in "new things"
in the politics. This party is even
wilder and more "mossy•back,"if possi-
ble, than the Populists. It is composed
of men and women who have bolted the
actions of the Prohibition and the Pop-
ulist parties. Its platform advocates
the suppression of the liquor traffic, free
coinage of silver, Government owner-
ship of railroads, telegraphs, telephones,
etc., limitation of land ownership, di-
rect election of President, Vice-Presi-
dent and United States Senators by the
votes of the people, the initiative and
referendum, and several other wild
scthemes that the Populists and Prohi-
bitionists have from time to time favor-
ed. This new party has already nomi-
nated Charles E. Bentley, Of Lincoln,
Neb., for President, and James H.
Southgate, of Durham, N. C., for Vice
President. Bentley was the Prohibition
candidate for United States Senator
rletter was the Democratic nomineet 
gsMr. Wm. Jennin  Bryan when
for that office two years ago. The Na-
tional headquarters are at Alliance,
Ohio, and L. B. Logan, of that place, is
the National chairman, and D. J.
Thomas, formerly of Hodgenville, Ky.,
Is,ishe National secretary. The party
has tickets in the field in half the
and, it is claimed, will make an
e campaign in Kentucky. The
for the State convention is made by
Re*. 8. T. Kelley, of College Hill, Ky.
con.
EPIDEMIC OF TYPHOID FEVER.
[SPECIAL TO NEW (RA[
Richmond, Ky., Aug. 3.—There is an
epidemic of Typhoid fever at Berea,
neer this place. The disease is of a very
malignant type, and has so far been
very hard to control. There have al-
ready been a comber of deaths, and the
demth rate is very high in proportion to
the. number of cases.
BEN BRUSH INJURED
(*recut. TO NEW ERA)
Indianapolis, hid., Aug, 8.—This
Mooning a train, in which were several
rani oontaining well-known race honee,
wag wrecked between this city and Lou-
isville, Ky. Many of the horses were
badly injured, and among the number
was the celebrated Ben Brush, 1 How
badly Ben Brush is injured or Whether
or not he will ever be able to run again
is not yet known. Most all of the horses
were well insured.
A WOMAN IN IT.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA
Mi. Sterling, Ky., Aug. 3.—At this
this morning Will McKee and
Roby, both of whom were well-
here, got into a difficult'', and
ftnaly McKee killed Roby. The diffi-
culty originated about a woman to
whom both of the men had been paying
attention. McKee is now in custody,
and will have his examining trial to-
day or to-morrow. The tragedy created
considerable excitement in the town.
AN ADDRESS.
:SPECIAL TO IFW ERA ?
Louisville, Ky., Aug. 3.—The Execu-
tive Committee recently selected by the
gold bug Democrats of Kentucky have
just Mimed an address to the people of
theStete in which the object of the bolt-
ers and their reasons for bolting theDem•
ocratic ticket are set forth at considera-
ble length, and calling on all Democrats
who favor the gold standard to join in
the opposition to the nominees and the
platform of the party.
•
S
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NowComcs Climax!-ThaondcroftlicYcar!Ti c==z1r=
AJAL"(1"'
•iBeginning Saturday, Aug. 8th,i--
With One Grand Bargain Sweep, Carrying Everything Before Its Mighty Progress.
Reckless destructiou of prices und values. Former values and loss unheeded in the nee dof the
hour. Bound to sell the goods and hut seven short days to do it. Read the list to the e n it's a
chronicle of money saving f that will crowd the store with purchas ers every hour of every
day: acts
-- 
---- --
4o-inch 1-3-1;ek Mohair Greas- 29r dime, in stripes and smallI tiles: litre l'ustunt-tnad.•, hand - L plaids; made to retail at $1 ydMI. ThreadM "s Underwear;Balbrig"2
_ ,
n 
worth 
Real N. opitnogrhetiamwfsicee ; 7C. nry- 7 PRICEdforL. 42 dozen samples or I Best Indigo Blue Prints; choice 31
up to al a garment, 25 CENTS. wonder price, per pair - - C M 
splendid Linen Towels, slightly new styles, at the unheard of
soiled; half actual value. price of 
turnM Oxford Stb,wN. in loved
Taus and nongolas; Will t..d Sind
cona'n-w•us.- tors; worth up to L./ 2C
House-KeepingGoods
At Less Than Mill Price.
It's on for A week, though; the pace
is too hot for a longer period, so buy 4t; inch Navy Blue mohair novelty dress
1 goods, worth Mc, 7 (lay ouder price
1
Big Lossln Dress Goods!
Splendid all wool novelty dress goods,
worth 506,7 day Weeder price
19c
46 inch navy storm serge, worth
for splendid hemmed and fringed Huck day Wonder price
towels, size 17x33, worth 17c.
what you want.
11 cts
14c
for fined hemmed Huck towels,
18x36, worth 25c.
Double width handsome plaids,
20e, 7 day Wonder pricesize
17c
extra large fringed Oat Meal towels,
size 20x42.
54 inch Turkey rid table damask, worth
25c; 7 day Wonder price
17c
50e, 7
25c
worth
10c
, 40 inch fine silk finish serge, regular
price 44c, 7 day Wonder price
23c
Beautiful mozambiquee and fancy nov-
elties, regular price 73c, 7 day Won-
121/2c , 
der price
44c
60 inch finest imported red oil color 38 inch fine all wool plaids, made in
Damask worth ; 7 day Wonder Germany, worth The, 7 day Wonder
price price
38c
00 inch heavy unbleached linen Table
Damask, plain and red border,
worth 60c; 7 day Wonder price
35c
54 inch bleached linen Damask, worth
50c; 7 day Wonder price
54c
66 inch extra fine bleached Satin Da-
mask table linen, worth 90c; 7 day
Wonder price
72c
33c
64 inch fine bleached linen table Da-
mask, worth 75c; 7 day Wonder
price
1 lot bleached Damask Napkins
ly soiled at
3-4 VALUE.
44c
60 inch magnificent silk finish tine twill
serge, worth $1 a yard, 7 day Won-
der price
50c
36 inch black all wool Nun's veiling,
worth 50c, 7 day Wonder price
25c
Priestley•s magnificent silk and wool
novelty black goods, including a
beautiful mourning worth $1.75 a
yard, 7 day Wonder price
$1.08
Priestley's all wool whip cord and silk
warp alma, worth $1 50c; 7 day Won-
der price
89c
slight- Real Japanese Dresden and Persian
Silks. 24 inches wide, worth 90c;
; (lay Wonder price
Pine large bleached Damask Napkins, '
worth te 00, 7 day Wonder price
$129
Extra large and fine Damask Napkins,
worth $9 00; 7 day Wonder price ,
$188
1 lot fine crochet and marseilles bed
spreads, slightly soiled tat half
usual prices.
Heavy German linen fringed napkins,
large site; worth $1 25 doz ; 7 day
Wonder price
73c
Hoosier fine heavy yard wide brown
cotton, worth tic; 7 day Wonder
price
4c
Pepperell R. fine Sea Island brown cot-
ton, worth 8c; 7 doy Wonder price
51/2c
Lonsdale and Fruit of the Loom, fine
blended cotton, usually sold at 10c;
7 day Wonder price
(0-4c
43c
Very rich black Peen de Sot Silk, worth$1 25; 7 day Wonder price
790
Handsome embroiiiered flannels in
errant, grey, tan, navy and red,
rich heavy work. worth $1 25; 7 day
Wonder price
75c
Lovely wool challies, worth 25c : 7 day
Wonder price
10C
Finest all wool French challies, worth
60e: 7 day wonder price
25c
Wonder Sale
Price
ON THE CEL-
EBRATED
"DIXIE"
MOSQUITO
BARS;
WORTH $3
Clean Sweep
- On Shirt Waists
2 5for well•made,perfect fitting,fast(color Shirt Waists, down from 50c
4,7 CTS for celebrated Acorn BrandI fine Shirt Waists; down from 89c
78cT0 close quickly all the finest andchoicest Shirt Waist; actual
Umbrellas and Parasols!
24-inch natural Stick, English fi
Gloria Umbrellas, worth The.. aC
26 and 28 inch Fine Imported Weixel
handleUmbrellas ; silver trim-
med steel frame; w'th 1.50, a IL
One lot beautiful Fancy Silk Parasols;
handsome handles; actually 7n,
worth up to $5 
A Riot in - A Whirl in Wash Fabrics! Men's Goods- Want to Sell Every Yard Join the .General Tumble!
Ribbons and Laces Beautiful La Belle erePpan worth 15c: Mel" Bi"r 10C
1 lot beautiful fine thread Torchon and
Smyrna Linen Lace; actual 7c
worth 15c 
1 lot Real French and Normandie 4c
Val Lace; cheap at loc.  
One lot lovely changeable Fancyl9c
Ribbons; real value 75c 
1 lot fine Naineook Swiss and Ham-
burg Embroidery ; worth 10c.  
One lot exquisite Nainsook and Inc
Hamburg Embroidery, w • th 20c iv
RE E 1 Toll oturn fnaraellichasers fotnurno til eosad)sr toreep re:or over, and free
Cold Lemonade or Cherry Phosphate to every
purchaser of any amount during the great sale.
Absurd Price on Crowd Gatherers
IN SPLENDID SHOES
HOSIERY AND LADIES'
UNDERWEAR.
Ladies full fashioned Fast Black A,
Hose worth 10c, - - • f4L,
Ladies Imported Hermsdorf 'fast
black hose, 10c
Ladies 40 gauge velvet finish, fast
black Imported Hose, Hermsdorf 1 9
dye, double Poole worth 85e, • I
Ladies beautiful Richelin
thread, fast black Hose,
worth 150c, 
Ladies' Real Dongola turned, and tan
Goatekin Oxfords in Pointed and eom-
mon-sense toes; wort $1.25 75
Ladies' splendid custom-made Dongola
and Fine Tan Oxfords; beau-
tiful, stylish, worth 32 
 aaL
Ladies' finest custem-matie Kid Ox-
fords; beautiful stock, style and work-
manahip; patent leather tip 1 An
and heel foxing,cut f min $2.50 I .43
ribbed Lisle ; Children's fine Dongola and pewit lea-
29c ther strap Sandals; all sizes, 5
Children. fast black
ribbed Home. - • 
--- 
3c
Childrens full *minium fast black I ne
Hose, sizes 5 to 9 1-2, • • • ti
Childreus seamless ribbed Hose,
fast black with white feet. w.th 25cl
Mem; finest imported Balbriggan
Socks worth 35c,  15c
Mens celebrated Nelson seamless 5
Mens celebrated Wariken Hose, 17
worth 25c, 
Ladies Jersey Ribbed Vests, - • 4c
Ladies fine white Lisle ribbed 1 r)
Vests, silk taped neck and arms, 14C
Ladies fine white Lisle Vests, crocheted
and taped neck and arms,
- 
$2.37. -L worth 50c, 
to lit and 13 to 2; worth $1.. g2c
Children's real Dongola Button
Shoe's; all shim up to 2 ; w'th 1.25 ggc
I day Wonder price
5c Men's excellent suspenders
Standard printed dress duck worth
1212c ; 7 day Wonder price Men's Blea demestic drawers
6c
Johnson's double-width fine percales
worth 10c; 7 day Wonder price
71/2c
Finest yard-wide Sea Island percales
worth 1212c; 7 day Wonder price
91/2c
Beautiful sheer white Scotch organdie
Exquisite white Scotch organdie
86c; 7 day Wonder price
worth 25c; 7 day Wonder price
15c
worth
19c
Very tine and sheer black Scotch organ-
die worth 35e; 7 day Wonder price
Finest imported dotted and printed
swiss, actually worth 50c a yard; 7day Wonder price
15c
Imported real linen grass cloth with em-
broidered dot, newest aud most sty-
lish fabric actual, value 50c; 7 day
Wonder price
4c
1 OCGenuine Eon- Eon French Balbriggan
underwear worth $1.
Scriven's elastic seam drawer'
50o
65c
Men Bk... Jean, elastic ankle drawers
worth 60c,
29e
Men's flue French web suspenders,
slightly damaged, worth 50c,
25c
, Men's finest tack and 4-in-band ties
beautiful 50c goods,
25o20c Washable club home silk ties,worth :be,
1150
10C
Barker brand, finest linen collars mad.,
all styles, worth 20c.
25c
Fine zephyr dross gingham' worth
12,2c; 7 day Wonder price
Sc
Finest zephyr dress ginghams actual
value 15c and ; 7 day Wonder
price
90
Note These Notion Nuggets!
White agate shirt buttons ..r?e grass.
White pearl dress buttons 4c doses.
Handsome decorated purses worth
26c; j 0C-
Double sided black kid purses3c.
Stockinet dress shields 5c.
Cabinet assorted hair pins 3c.Smith's steel hair pins lc.Men's Veal Calf Creole Coditresa 95e
Shoes; down from $1.37 .... as Excellent garter web 20.
Lined steel thimble. /c.Men's Satin Calf, Lace and Gaiter Si
Shoe., e orth $1.50 Fine silk garter web
Genuine brass pins / °-Men's Fine Calf Custom- it2
I
25 Best safety pins made, large-worth $3.. amade Shoes;
HANDKERCHIEFS.
SCTS for Men's Real HemstitchedMuslin Handkerchiefs; worth dou-
ble.
19CTS Mew all linen HemstitchedHandkerchiefs,
0 CTS Ladies fine white Hemstitched
OP and Lace trimmed Handerchiefs,
worth 15c.
121 CTS Ladies flue sheer lace trim-med Handkerchiefs, worth 25c.
and
rinesmsilailk veiling, worth 25c a yard;
1 Oc •
needles
Nickel-plated scisati:2 2c.
Draperies mid Curtains!
Real cretonne drapery, beautiful pat.
Cointesponist wfmhimte2:ewist: &alPe° ry 17c- 1$2 3Iosset 
effect
31-y 
lace 
yards beautifulb
down from $4 95.
All linen 4-ply cuffs, worth 25c,
15o
THIS IS A SNAP IN NECLNISE SNINTSI
33c
For men's isundried negligee shine
worth 50e.
50c
men's fine laandried pleated bosom neg-ligee shirts worth Mc.
69c
Men's lamidried negligee shirts, down
from $1.
92c
liso's fine latutdried negligee shirt.
worth $1.50.
$1.15
Manhattan winos shirts, finest made,
worth
3Sc
U nlaundried ifrhls, shirts, fins muslin,
SOW Unit bosom.
I lot InandlisE *sled and plain bowleg
shirts, slightly soiled, worth
up to $130, 7 day wonder prim
50o
TENS Of IIIONEY-SAVINS IITEIUT
IN NT $0011111
Heavy check cottoned., worth Litic, 7
day Wonder price
So
Extra heavy stripe cottonade worth
90c, 7 day Wonder prioe
1230
Excellent quality cheviot shirting worth10c, 7 day Wonder price
ISC
McGregor nee cheviot worth 12;c, 7
day wonder prioe
Potter's Boor oil oloth, yard wide,
So
leo
ljerThis sale begins SaturdaT morning, August 8th, and ends Saturday night, August 15th, the
last and greatest sale of the season. It will be a long time before such another bargain chance is
offered you.
'et ittCx VIRtcwER3 Nen ilito
lv
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TUE NEW ERA. THOMAS DRUM'S WILL a Out sie follows: Clardy. Tanner.
Christian  .. 19
$1.00 A YEAR. ,..10 8
Recetved at the postece In Hopkinsville lasqueaths His estateas second-ohmsIflalI mattet.
Catholic Instittitions.
Friday, August 7,1896.
COURT DIRECTORY.
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HOME & SOCIETY
Mies Leila Laaey has gone to Long-
view for a mouth's visit to relatives.
Miss Matte Jones, a charming belle
of Christian county, Ky., is on a visit to
relatives and Mends on Robb avenue,
North Clarksville.-Clarksville Chroni-
c le.
Mr. William Terry, of Cadiz, was in
town this week.
Mr. James A. Dale, of Springfield,
was in town Monday.
Mr T. B. Young. Jr.. of Morganfleld,
speut,Sunday in the city.
Miss MattieTucker has returned home
from a Y.sry pleasant vlstit to friends and
rewires in Paducah.
Miss Fannie Bryan has returned to
her borne to It neeaUville after a pleas-
ant visit to relanves In the city.
Miss Sue Maiaeee, of Trenton, left for
Hopkoolvalle yearn's, afte.r a visit to
Rev V argil Klgin, on Clay street.-[Uen-
leNou Journal
Mr. A. M. Miller. instructor in geolo-
gy at the State A. & M. College, at Lox
in ton, has been in the city for several
days in the interest of that institution.
Misses Luella Morton and Ornnia
Prowee, of Greenville, who have been
visiting Miss /Soak) Prowoe, on South
Main street, returned home this week.
Mr T. Herndon, of Paducah, is in the
city
Mr. R J. Alley, of Salem, was in
town this morning.
Mr W. M. Rawls and child, of l'a
ducah. are in the city
Mr. Ben Lowenatein. of St. LAM1S. is
Tinting the family of Mr. M. Cohen.
Miss Helen Royalty has returned
'from a visit to relatives in Smith's
Grove.
Mr. J M Dalin, of Crofton, was in
the city this week.
Mies Hattie Trainum and Clyde Car-
roil are visaing friends in Elkton.
Mr. Ed. Boyd, of Texas, formerly of
this city, as visiting relatives here.
Mrs_ D D. Fox and sou have returned
tom Union City, Tenn., and have
taren roans at Mr. Pyle's.
bar A. A'. Dyer, of Elizabethtown, is
In tbs. city.
Mr ,11. AlIen Mardhson, of Nashville,
is visithor friends in the city.
Dr R. R. Bourne ond Mr. Charles A.
Thompeol are at Cerulean Springs.
Mrs, Tisanes Hanbery and Mrs. Jack
Han bery have returned from Cern -
lesie
Moises Pi:ki.) Flack and Frances
Thompson are goading a week at Ceru-
lean
Mrs. J. Stuart Gi es, of Providence,
Ky., is the guest of h emit, Mrs. M. C.
Forbes.
Mimesis Kate and Sallie siloatrick, of
Jackson, Ky., are visiting Miss Florence
Bowman, on South Virginia street.
Mr. C. G. Bowman, of Winchester,
Ky is visiting his mother, Mrs. L. F.
Bowman, on South Virginia street.
NIT r Ems IN 'MILE (Y.
Buckner & Owsle7 real estate and in-
SeranCe.
Dr E. N. Fruit, dentist, office over
City Bank. May 13 '96
WANTED To BUY-Bank Stock.
eori&w GARNETT & Moose.
To kill tobacco worms use Champion
Tobacco Sprayer, for male lby Fobes &
Bro., price 96.00. wit
WANTED-To rent it farm of 400
'acres for a term of years. Apply to R.
17_ Pace. Herndon, Ky . w tf
Always in season, Hopkins' Steamed
Hominy Hulled Corn). Elegant lunch
In milk. 40. can, lOc.
You need Hood's Sarsaparilla to en-
rich and purify your blood, create an
appetite and give sweet, refreshing
steep.
For billiousuesa, to regulate the
bowels and cru-e a torei a liver, use-
Lightning Vegetate* Liver Pills_ $6 per
box at druggists
The Champion Tntuoco Sprayer does
the work of ten men worming tobacco.
Price $6.00, For sale by Forbes & Bro.
Fine tailoring, cleaning and repairing
by Yowright the tailor and cutter Pants
made from Welt to $16-00. Suits from
090 00 to $110.0R dermal street, uppo-
site New Era.
The L & N will sell round trip
tickets to Louisville at one tare Angara
Stia and ikh. limited to Auges' Itrth, ac-
count National Leagus of American
Strheelman meet J M. Adams, Agt.
-
SOME 01-OLD DEMOCRATS KEIT.
Mold a Illeeting at Illearen's Mall Tues.
Night and Did Things.
About thirty gold standard Democrats
held a neesting Tues. night at Itoayon's
HalL 'Squire Alexander Campbell was
made chairman and Col. Jas. D. Hays
secretary It has been found difficult to
secure a satisfactory report Al
She meeting as it was the nature of a
caucus. Several gentlemen visited by a
New Erie reporter declined to talk about
the matter, Kirin' as their reason that
they had merely been invited to be press-
eat and deemed it discourteous to their
hosts to tell the proceedings. It was de-
mded to hold a mass meeting at the
court-house on the 15th of this month
for the purpose of selecting delegates for
the Louisville gold convention.
A -Sound Money Democratic League"
was formed. ( ale man who was present
at the meeting informed the New ERA
that at was the intention of the "league"
to put a candidate for Congrees against
Dr. Clardy,
To Close* Use Spitein
Effectually yet gently, when costive or
bilious, or when the blood is impure or
sluggish, to permanently overcome ha-
bitual coastipation, to awaken the kid-
neys and liver to a healthy activity,
without irritating or weakening them,
to dispel headaches, colds or fevers, use
Syrup of Figs.
Awarded
Higiseirt Honora-World's Fair,
•DR:
CRF.AM
BAKING
MOST PERFECT MADE.
A pure Grape Cntam of TEttit Powder. Fres
Asintionsa, Alum at any other adulterant.
/1/ MIS
Hancock
to Henderson
Hopkins 
McLean  
Union  
Webster  
PAPER'S CONTENTS.
Itt "Cooilliohi lemMiiit• Elie* iliveh Nit St, If
10 Nehotiot 6161111i '
The lees will end testauteut 01 the Late
Tom Drum begins as follows:
"In the name of God and an a chris-
San in the Holy Roman Catholic faith,
1, Thomas Drum, of the city of Hop-
Christian county, State of
a era ucky, being in sound miud,do make
this, my last will and testament, hereby
revoking all former wills made or pur-
porting to have been made by me."
First he directs that $50 be paid to the
priest of the Hopkiusville Roman Cath-
,elic Parish to be expended in mutates for
the repose of his soul.
Second, he asks that all just debts be
paid, including funeral services and a
plain marble monument over the grave,
and that any money on hand or in
banks or from notes', etc., due the estate
be used for Inc purpose named above ;
if insufficient, that the necessary
amount be obtained from the stale of the
testator's property.
Third, he bequeaths the residue of the
notate, real, personal and mixed,Includ-
ing noted and choose in action as fol-
hews :
To the Little Sisters of the Poor, for
the benefit of the Old People's Home at
Louisville, Ky., one fourth; to St.
Jbeeph's Orphan Asylum at Louisville,
one fourth; to the curate of the Catholic
church at Hopkinsville, one fourth ; and
in his friend, Mrs. Annie E. Stoker, of.
Hopkinsville, one fourth.
In order that no doubt may exist as
to the beneficiary, the will states that
each is a Roman Catholic institution
and the Roman Catholic Bishop of
Louisville is appointed to decide what
or which institution is meant.
Mr. John B. Trice is appointed execu-
tor without bond and is given full pow-
er to effect the division of the estate as
he sees tit.
The will was written Feb. 1 1, 1895,
and was witnessed by Mrs. Jas. D.
Hays and T. W. Buckner.
The 'will of William M. Jenkins,
drawn up on the 17th of July, 1895 was
also probated He gives to his wife,
lizzie Jenkins, all his estate of every
character and description, including his
farm at Roaring Springs and all per-
sonal property. He directs that his wife
shall take full control of the property
and use it for the benefit of his children,
except the farm and real estate which
shall be hers to do with as she chooses.
The will makes it necessary for Mrs.
Jenkins to remain single and not re-
eater marned life in order to inherit the
property. If she does marry all the
property is to revert to the estate accerd•
ing to the laws of Kentucky.
Building Lots For Sale.
:Two nice lots on South Main street.
Aipply at this office. jy18
Dislocated His Shoulder.
Mr. Bob Brown was so unfortunate its
hi fall front his bicycle this morning,
and as the result of the fall one of his
shoulders was badly dislocated.
Will Open • Foundry.
Mr. Lewis Starling, an energetic
young man, has leased the foundry and
machine shop on Eighth and Clay
streets. He will begin business there
in a few days.
Very ILL
Miss Grace Donaldson is quite ill of
typhoid fever at the residence of her
grandfather, Dr. D. J. Gish, on Ninth
street. Her many friends hope that she
will speedily recover.
Typhoid Fever,
Mr. Walton Bryan, who has been
confined to his bed by typhoid fever for
some time, is still very ill, but it is
thought that he will recover unless
something now unexpected oocurs.
The lick List.
Mr. Frank Monroe iii confined to his
bed by flax. He is seriously ill. El
W. T. Fowler is also very sick from the
Sallie disease. Dr. Howe Wallace's
condition is somewhat impraved to-day.
Prostrated From Heat.
'Mr. Hop Poor, a well-known young
man who clerks in the Levy dry goods
store at Pembroke, was prostrated from
heat Tuesday. He is much improved
this morning, but will be confined to
his room for several days.
A Bryan Club Formed.
A Bryan and Sewall club was organ-
ized at Princeton last night with a
membership of about 125. The meeting
was adjourned to meet next Friday
night week to receive more members
and matinee their work.
- To aueemed Prof. Massie.
Prof. Albert Diuwiddie, A. M. Ph. D.,
of Greenwood, Na., an eminent ire
'tractor, has been elected to succeed
Prof. E. B. Mamie, recently deceased, as
Professor of Mathematics in the South-
westeru University at Clarksville.
An Engagement Announced.
The engagement of Mimi Julia Ballard
Dixon and David Clark, Jr., is an•
pounced. The wedding will take place-
in the fall. The bride-to-be is the sec-
ond daughter of Dr. Arch Dixon. Mr.
Clark is engaged in the Whims busi-
ness.
'•-•••-k 
Christian County Fair.
The Christian County Fair will be
held this year on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday. Oct. 4, 9 and lit, says the
Chronicle. An effort will be made to
make it the biggest fair for many years,
and the managers are looking forward
a very successful meeting.
Death Near Antioch.
[COMMUNICATZD.
Died. at her home near Antioch, July
99, 1896, Elizabeth Gamble, wife of Jas.
Oatable. She was seventy-one years
old and had been in failing health for
tome time. She had been a member of
the Cumberland Presbyterian Church
for many years and lived a devoted
C'aristian life.
Tease Last Notice.
I have deferred advertising for taxes
until Sept. lit at which time all real es-
tate upon which taxes are due for 1894
or 1895 will be advertised for sale.
Hunt up your tax receipts and if you
have not paid this back tax you can
save cost if you want to. If you think
this is only a "scare" wait and see
August 5 1896.
Mc J. Davis,
dwed2tw2w S. C. C.
Free Silver Papers.
We:will furnish you the following
papers in connection with the Wr.ekev
New Ea for one year at following
prices, viz:
Cincinnati Weekly Inquirer and
WtaiLa Nsw ERA, $1.25.
St. Louis Republic mi-weekly) and
Weiteee New Eel., $1.75.
Cincinnati Weekly Enquirer, St
Louis Republic (semi-weekly) and
WRELLY New ERA, (all three) $2.00.
How the Ballot Will Stand.
From reports received ills estimated
that the ballot between Clardy and Tan-
ner at the district convention in Madi-
sonville oaths 10th inst., will stand
1
5
21,
2
Totals .   46 15
BY PRESIDENT CLARK.
"Father of Endeavor" Writes
of Its Work.
WHAT IT STANDS FOR.
Stalin the Iting.
Manager A. 11. Rodger., formerly of
toe Park thentre, yeeteriloy (1411141 it
lasso of tittiwi'll Opera Hestia for ill( ,^ 0
it$ttHttfliestriehl o111110111 Nate the tile,-
411111;11111, A111: W, 1', itiliiiiit-if
111V14. the 14141141,41 tie will reieWate
the siptifo 101450 11111mo/14 and pot it
to OW idea' order.
Manager Rodgers' telents its a theat-
rical manager are too well known
aueeng Henderson people to need ad-
vertisement. When he says he has a
geod attractiou booked the people are
sure of something first claim. Mr.
Roelgere will put in a good line el
shows.
Talker From Talkersville,
The Hon. E. T. Franks, the Repub-
lican candidate foir Ofingrees in the Sec-
ond district, has started on his tour of
speech-making, and will not stop until
the idea of November. He can speak
for a week by using a lemon rind to
keep him front getting hoarse, and in
that tune can quote enough tariff argu-
ments to send a thirty-year Populist to
gram, says the Post. He never tin*,
and will run till he is out of breath, me
lees somebody heads him off. His rays
he will defeat Dr. Clardy, and more
surprising things than this have hap-
pened, but Dr. Clardy Nays he is not
losing any sleep over the prospect as
flashed on the political sheet by the
Franks' magic lantern.
Dr. Clardy Indorsed.
The precinct conventions all over the
Second district classed off pleasantly
Saturday. In but few localities was
there much interest in the contest. Dr.
Clardy was indorsed by a very decided
majority of his constituents, but Mr.
Tanner made a most creditable race.
Nothing but a deep-seated conviction in
the minds of many thoughtful voters
that it would be a most impolitic act to
tarn down a faithful public servant
asking his first re-election, kept Mr.
Tanner from carrying Daviess county,
which is so closely allied to McLean,
and the same motive actuated many
voters in other counties. However, Mr.
Tanner may well feel proud of the
showing he made in the race.
Dr. Clardy richly deserves the hand-
some indorsement he received. Ile has
been faithful in all things. His record
was without a blemish. The people
have great confidence in him. He will
be elected with Bryan and Sewall in
November by the largest majority that
has been given in this district in many
years -Owensboro Messenger.
In Luck.
The many friends of Mr. E. F. Morris,
who has for a number of years been in
the employ of the L. & N. Railroad
Company as watchman at the Seventh
street crossing and night baggage agent
at the depot, will be glad to know that
he has at last be appointed to a govern-
ment position that he has been trying to
get ever since Mr. Cleveland's present
administration began. A day or two
ago Mr. Morris received a letter from
the office of the Secretary of War noti-
fying him that he had been appointed to
serve as a keeper of a lock on Green
River. The position pays $43 per month
and in addition he is furnished a house
and a garden which is so largo that it
amounts almost to a small farm. Mr.
Morris could not have secured a place
that would have suited him better, as he
ts situated on Green river, and those
who know how passionately fond of fish-
ing he is will realize at once what such
a location means to him. In addition
to his salary, he expects to make money
by shipping large quantities of fish to
the large cities. We congratulate Mr.
Morris on his good luck, and hope that
every time he throws a hook into the
waters of Green River he will catch a
fifty-pound cat.
SWALLOWED A FENCE STAPLE.
Peculiar and Possibly Fatal Accident
That Happened at Pembroke.
At Pembroke Tuesday afternoon n
peculiar accident that may have a fatal
termination happened to a child.
The three-year-old son of W. T.
Allen swallowed a wire fence staple
while playing in the yard.
He WWI taken to Nashville immedi-
ately for surgical treatment. It is
feared death will result.
ENTERTAINMENT SUCCESSFUL.
Thirty Dollars Cleared Tues. Night For
the Cemetery at Pembroke.
The entertainment given at Pembroke
Tues. night for'ethe benefit of the cemetery
was a success from every point of view.
A large and appreciative audience was
present, and every selection was en-
cored. Those who took part were
Misses Jennie Richardson, Susie Rich.
ardeon, Lucile Phillips and Mrs.
Thomas; Messrs, henry Tandy, Rich.
aid Perry and Rea'aert McDaniel. Thirty
dollars was cleared.
••••••.. 411..11.••••••-- --
CAIRO AND CUMBERLAND GAP.
The Road Has Not Been Abandoned-
Money for the Survey.
An association of local capitalists 1 as
been organized for the purpose of sup-
plying the funds necessary to make the
survey of the proposed Cairo and Cum-
berland Gap which is demanded as a
condition precedent by the men who
propose to furnish the money to build
the road.
A meeting was held Tuesday even-
ing to make the final arrangement-a,
It will require several thousand dol-
lars to make the survey.
BEST POSSIBLE CONDITION.
What • Number of Visitors Think of
the Western Asylum.
While at Hopkinsville attending the
recent Appellate convention a number
of Hendersomans called on Dr. Ben
Letcher, formerly of this city, and now
Superintendent of the Western Ken-
tucky Asylum for the Insane.
Dr. Letcher conducted his fellow-
townsmen through all the departments
of the big institution. They found
everything beautifully kept. The floors
were cleanly scrubbed and the entire
asylum seemed to be in the best condi-
tion possible.-Henderson Journal.
The
Bicycle
Girl
Or Man—
will find—
that the-
1.11111111 ROT HOPS
n !heir friend NI sa external remedy for
Pains, Sprains, Cots, Scratched and Bruises
sod all like accidental ailments.
CARRY A BOTTLE ALONG.
You'll find it of particular use when Wipes,
Pain, in the Stomach come on-nothied
better tom Cramps Of Cholera Iambus.
10e miss bolds twice se much as theNM eak
HERB MEDICINE COMPANY,
OPRINOI11140, OHIO.
-
Purport if the Amity lophosel
1.10410 foot',
lle
Time is a iliald IFF41044111Batir. To the
attentive wholes' he ttillehtie utility rich
tendons.
In his school there are special branches
of study, as iii all educational life.
Some of nm have leen learning lessons
along particalar lines, becoming ie a de-
gree specialists, as it were. For fifteen
years past any study has been largely
devoted to the teligiona movements
among young people.
And as you have tusked me to-day to
name a few of the lessons that I have
learned in my connection with the
Christian Endeavor Society, I take
pleasure in noting a few that are to me
moat apparent..
Even the molt heedless person could
not but observe, first of all, that this
nuirvelous uprising, that within fifteen
years has oven militants' of young people
brought out into religious life and work
is of more than inane doing. I frankly
state that I believe it impossible for sey
one mall 40 into existence a society
that within a decade could girdle the
world, wieldiug a powerful influence
among the religions life of all nations.
Christian Endeavor exists to-day be-
cause the time had conies for such a
movement. It did not come into being
prematurely, as might have been the
case had any man been responsible for
its orgaization. It did not come too
late.
Just now, at this peculiar period of
the Church and the world, this mighty
factor in the solution of the problems of
the day was brought into existence.
That is the first Christian Endeavor les-
son that I have learned the school of the
years.
Young men are mighty. Young wo-
men are capable.
This is Christian Endeavor's second
teaching. For generations and centu-
ries theChurch has coddled and pamper-
ed and nursed its young people, ever
fearful lest they should be drawn away
from its influence or driven out from its
fold. Christian Endeavor has revolu-
tionized this.
It has made youth strong and upright
by placing on its shoulders heavy bur-
dens. The greatest works of theChurch
have not been too great for it to under-
take. Tne most puzzling problems of
the day have not baffled its will and
skill.
The Christian Endeavor Society has
appealed to all that is heroic in the
young men and the young women of our
church. It was said of Napoleon that
he appealed to the Naixeleonism of his
troops, and in this spirit conquered the
world.
So Christian Endeavor appeals to the
deepest, the noblest, the most heroic
sentiments in the life of youth, and bids
them to be "strong in the Lord."
It bids them be manly men and wo-
manly women. It bids them be capable,
be brave and be bold. It has taught
them that there is no need of apologiz-
ing for Christianity.
It has taught them that the young
people can go before the world as they
do in their great conventions and in
their daily lives and be proud of the fact
that they are Christians, summoning
the whole world to bear witness to the
fact that they count Jesus Christ and
his religion the most important factors
in their lives. This has been no small
lesson that Christian Eedeai or has
taught me and the rest of the a orld.
Again, and akin to the preceding,
is the truth demonstrated by Chris-
tian Endeavor that the purely
religious idea can exert a higher
influence over young people than
any other force. Since God said "Let
there be light" there has been no organ-
ization that has grown with the rapidity
or to the extent of the Christian En-
deavor Society.
Even the Christian Church itself did
not make the progress that has been
made by Christian Endeavor. Of course
it must be added that Christian Endeav-
or is a child of the Church and that all
the agencies of religious organizations
have been enlisted in its propagation.
Why do I make these seemingly
boastful statements? Merely to empha-
laze the truth that pure religion and on
defiled ihas more drawing power to
bright young men and young women
than any social, literary or political at-
traction.
The hoot that is marshalled at Wash-
ington this week represents this one
idea-personal religion. Christian En-
deavor does not stand pre-eminently for
good citizenship, nor for fellowship, nor
even for missionary advancement.
It represents first and foremost the
desire for a spiritual life on the part of
each individual signer of the Christian
Endeavor pledge. This has been one of
the' mighty lessons of thee year-a lesson
that we have been all theme eenturies in
learning-that there is nothing so beau-
tiful, nothing so attractive, nothing so
winsome in the eyes of the young peo-
ple as the religion of Jesus Christ.
I would be a dull scholar, too, did I
not learn the lesson of fellowship among
Christian denominations that has been
taught by the Christian Endeavor So-
ciety. A generation ago Christians of
various beliefs looked askance at one
another, each suspicious and each feat-
ful.
But the young people's movement has
tome upon the scene with a brand new
word, interdenomination-a word that
it has not only introduced to the diction-
ariee, but more important than that, to
the Christian world at large. It has
proved that one can be loyal to his own
denomination and at the Fame time
loyal to the great truth of Christian
brotherhood-that there can be the
heartiest of fellowship and at the same
time full denominational strength and
faithfulness.
Fidelity and fellowship are Christian
Endeavor watchwords that have come
to us as one of the herons of years.
These are the principal teachings of
the past. As we look to the future we
see promise of still greater things.
The part that Christian Endeavor is
to have in the solution of the problems
that confront us none can tell. We rest
content in the knowledge that no man
will ever control. As it has been lid
successfully in the past, so it will be led
successfully in the future.
FRANCIS E. CLARK.
HEAVY DAMAGE FROM HAIL.
N. Charles Barker's Big Tobacco Field
Ruined-Other Damages.
A wind and hale 'dorm played havoc
in the Southern part of the county
Tuesday. Many crops were badly dam-
aged.
Mr. Charles Barker, who lives near
Kennedy. had a tobacco field of fifty
acres almost ruined. John Ferguson
loot twelve acres in one field, and had
a forty-acre field badly damaged.
Planters who sustained heavier looses
than Ferguson are C. J. and Robert
Meriwether. John Humphries, Wiley
Jordan, James Meriwether, Peter and
John Barker and others.
Dr. Price's cream Baking Powder
Warw., Pair MI/hest Medal eed Dtpienia
IIM6.LL SPRINGS A SURPRISE.
The saneeltet Deoveis An Astonish'
lug Address.
Rev. Sam Small is now delivering
some speeches in Illinois. When he wait
here many of the people heard him de-
liver a free' silver speech, but from the
following dispatch tuken from the St.
Louis Globe-Democrat of August 4th,
It would seem that he does not always
talk &dung the mine line In polities :
"Chautauqua, Ill., A itg.
tatititnt work, t111114 the direetloti of Or.
tirown, sit itoffitlo, is metaphor' to the
WWI tiettietie The iftiwils tsegii tn at,
Flee HO 0 It Ili ited efelesi
MI hi I 1110904 Her. Mom rhohll le0-
ort0 at 9 IJI) In lOoli people on the 'Nit-
wiles Nowt of Mew' in ism he Said
"We have had no day fit the world's
history when there was a greater need
for name The Governmeut has never
had more manifold and mighty problems
to solve, and society never needed such
cryetallization as it does to-day. There
never was& time when the domestic life
needed a more thorough scourging. If
we elevate unsafe men at the head of
our Cover:anent, we have been remiss
of our duty. I want to see. religious
men end men of courage rule things, for
the non who rule the saloon are. like rats
whee )ou turn a calcium light On them.
We need to show the power of individ-
ual manhood.- The man who is to gov-
ern our public affairs should be a man
of pe rooted character, a model fur HI
nation, We go, therefore, to a humble
home ha Couto:1,0., much more humble
than many of your homes, where the
Bible is read and where the morning
prayer is said, awl wee Mid that colossal
'diameter, William McKiuley, the mod-
malt of today."
The people of Hopkinsville had al-
ways regarded Mr. Small as a Denax-rat
and they were satisfied that he was one
after they heard his speech at the court-
house, but it seems that they must have
been et attaken .
YES. B. W. C. EDWARDS DEAD.
After a Long Illness the Estimable
Lady Died Wednesday Afternoon,
Mrs. E. W. C. Edwards died Wednes-
day afternoon at her home four miles
East of the city. She had been ill from
a complication of diseases since the first
week in March, and had been gradually
growing weaker up to the time of her
death.
She was a woman of many excellent
qualities of mind and heart, and was
loved and esteemed by all who knew
her. She was a life-long church mem-
ber, charitably inch, ed, and did much
and lusting good. She was about forty
years old. Her husband and one
daughter survive her.
MORE ABOUT THE HORN WORM
It is said That Some Farmers Will
1 tough Up Their Tobacco
From gentlemen who were in the city
to-day front Southern Kentucky the
Leaf-Chronicle learns that the horn
worm has begun to play havoc with
some planters of that section, and that
a number of the farmers have deter-
mined to plow their tobacco under that
has been so violently attacked by these
pests. This is due to the fact that
hired help is so scarce and high, and
also that the planters belitve it would
be impossible to save the cop in good
condition. It is reported to be no uts
common thing for pl Inters to find
twenty to twenty-five worms on one
leaf of tobacco. One plainer is reported
to have left his crop entirely. Outside
of the ravages of the horn worms the
crop piospects in this section were
never better. The abandonment of
crops is not generally engaged in, but
many upon whose tobacco fields the
horn worms are in great numbers will
not be able to save the crop in anything
like a good, saleable condition. The
losses that will be sustained by the
plants-as will be quite large.-Clarks-
ville Leaf-Chrouicle.
OF IMPORTANCE TO TEACHERS.
The Pt natty as Prescribed By the Law
For Non Attendance.
For the benefit of all persons holding
county teacher's certificates, at the re-
quest of a number of people, the New
ERA publishes section 140 of the common
school law of Kentucky:
Every teacher of a common school, in-
ludiag the teachers of the graded cona•
mon schools in cities of the fifth and
sixth classes who holds a State diploma,
State certificate or county certificate, or
who contemplates applying for certifi-
rates of qualification to teach in the
common schools, shall attend the full
eeettion of the institute in his home.
county utilees he is teaching in another
county in which the institute is being
held, or hiss attended the institute of a
county in which he has a contract to
teach. In teaching in a county other
than his home county, whose institute
is ytt to be held, he must attend the
latter. The CountySuperintendent shall
revoke the certificate of tiny teacher who
shall fu N or neglect to attend the full
sessiomt of thee itestituteannlesue the Super-
intendent shall be fully satisfied of act
nal sickness' or other disability. After
the county institute has been held, it
shall be unlawful tee grant slay person a
certificate to teach at any time during
that school year, unless the said pence'
shall have attended the full session of
the institute of that or some other coun-
ty during that school year, or unless
the CountySuperintendent shall be fully
!satisfied that the failure to attend the
institute had been caused by sickness or
other disability. During the institute
there shall be a suspension of such other
schools as are in session, but no reduc-
tion of the teacher's salary shall be
made on account of such muspension, ex-
cept as hereinafter provided. The time
of actual attendance upon the institute
in days shall be accredited to the teacher
if the institute be held during the ses-
sion of his school. At the close of the
institute the County Superintendent
shall give to each teacher,or other person
in attendance, a certificate of the num-
ber of days and parts of days that the
teacher, or other person, had attended,
which certificate of attendance shall be
tiled by the teacher with the chairman
of the board of trustees of the district,
who shall make a report thereof to the
CountySuperintendent at the time of re-
porting the school.
Can't
This is the complaint of
thousands at this season.
They have no appetite; food at
does not relish. They need the toning upof
the stomach and digestive organs, which
a course of Hood's Sarsaparilla will give
them. It also purifies and enriches the
blood, cures that distress after eating and
Internal misery only a dyspeptic can
know, creates an appetite, overcome' that
tired feeling and builds up and sustain"
the whole physical system. It so prompt.
ly and efficiently relieves dyspeptic symp-
toms and cures nervous headaches, that it
seems to have almost "a magic touch."
ood's
Sarsaparilla
Is the best- In tact the One True Blood Purifier.
are the best after-dinner
Hood's Pills pills, aid digestion. no.
FACTS FOR FARMERS.
Notes Interesting to Tillers
of the Soil.
LIVE STOOK MARKET.
Tlio follitte Mattel Mete and iltrwhore
thiFFtelly 1101tIvii
PBST14BliTIVR 'it 0H$.
Ihipolls from all over Uhriatian and
adjoining (anoint% are to the effect that
the tobacco worms are destroying the
weed to an alarming extent. Labor
cannot be oataieted (wily, and it now
looks as if much of thee growing crop
will be lost. In Trigg county about 40
per cent, of the crop has already been
abandoned.
INVADED BY ARMY WORMS.
Many of thee farraers in Logan county
are troubled a groat deal more now over
the condition of their tobacco than they
are over the financial question. A week
ago there was indication for the finest
clam of the weed in years, but now just
the reverse is true. Tobacco worms
were never more numerous', and farni•
ere ere kept busy pulling them off.
Hands are paid $1 to $2 per day to
worm tobacco, and many farmers are
unable to secure help at Any price,
Many fields have been abandoned.
MK LOUISVILLE MARKET.
Louisville Tobacco Market, furnished
by Glover & Durrett, Louisville Tobac-
co Warehouse:
Sales on our market for the week just
closed amount to 3,464 Wok, with re-
ceipts for the eame period of 2,151 hhds.
Sales on our market since Jan. 1st
amount to 108.073 hhds, Sales of the
crop of 1415 on our market to this date
amount to 103,671 hhds.
The offerings on our market this week
embraced very little desirahle burley
leaf. These is no change to report in
values and the market continues dull
and unsatisfactory.
About the usual proportion of dark
tobacco appeared on the market during
the week and prices remained un-
changed.
The following quotations fairly repre-
sent our market for tobacco 1895 crop:
Trash 
  $1 00 to $1 25
Common to medium loge. 1 00 to 1 60
Dark rich logs, ex' quality 2 00 to 3 50
Comnion leaf   2 50 to 8 50
Medium to good leaf 8 te0 to 500
Leaf of extra length 6 00 to 7 00
7 00 to 8 00Wrappery styles 
LIVE STOcK M4RRKT.
Reported by the Louisville Live Stock
Excange, Bourbon stockyars.
Louisville, Ky., Aug. 5.-Cattle.- A
light run of fair quality cattle was on
axle this morning. Trading was steady
and was at Monday's figures, which
showed increased firmness. Butcher
cattle were in request, and the supply
insufficient to meet the demand. Other
PREFERRED LOCALS
Farm For Sale!
Farm of 140 acres on Long's Mill road
2 miles' frum Pembroke; IA) acres open,
balance in good timber. Soil, fair lime-
stone. Improvements, 3-room cottage,
enok-room, barn, out-houses, good or-
chard, well, etc. School ann churches
in easy reach. Price, $9,000; one-half
cash; balance in one year at 6 per cent.
JAMES i D. HAYS'
REALE/4'7AV! AOENCY,
eodw Hc*nsville, Ky.
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
FOR CONCIRESS.
We are authorized to announce
grades, with the eke. rt.on of bulls,
which were slow, were fairly active.
The pseis were eleared. Buying was
limited to the needs of local butchers.
Calves.-The calf market was brisk
under a light run and good demand.
Buying was generally at yesterday'
prices, though sonic sales were- reported
ut 25c advance.
blilpping $8764 394
1,14ghl shipping AM fm
ilea' hutch rs kreS if,
Fair to dotal lottchers V Ham V6
Common to Medi utts hoteliers it tura as
Thin, rough steers. Floor vows
and  sties I ci
least III Pitts hiPii tee Iii
'MI1110111 tittelitiftt tit eh MOD V Ml
V1,1410111 tree 5 Se
514411 0141
114110 I 150 eta
Veal melvea • 011101 110
pus. . at ism*"
t',eti It,gieni 1401M; oiiit's IS 1115.01111i
11(111 -A light run here and Witter
prices at other ponds combined to make
an active hog market. Inquiry which
wits limited to local dealers, was strung,
lied prices advanced Sc for lighta, 1oc
for heavies and 15e for medium weights,
which were fevered by buyers and *old
up toss be. The supply which was light
and of good qualitlit s' al anon sold, some
buyers being unsu!led at the close.
Choice packing and butchers, 225
seta
Fair to good parkins. ISO to IOU lb 1213 Stres: iii
•
0004 to extra light, tau to IMO% .. 8 Wed 50
I.F::shlioao ts,, It  15u211 . . :,:x . 851:11 6550
Roughs, I50 to *V lb.. • • .. 1336141354
Sheep and Lambs-The marketing* of
sheep and Iambi; were light and of fair
quality. Under favorable reports from
the East the market openN1 and eon•
tinned firm. Extra lanais sold up iitx• to
$4 75, and the best sheep Inc to $9 75.
Otiter grades were steady at quotation,.
Prime selected ewes sold as high as $1165,
but most of the sales awere at $9 110ne
95. The pens were cleared, shippers
taking the larger part of the supply.
(poamir into rodu, .... ..... . . 11.154" k751
(loud to extra shipping sheep 
E 
 I New oo
gpx)d 
4 Met TS
Fair to
 lap 16Bucks
lambs 
  Red OD
Medium butcher
Tall ends or culls 2 000t141: n°50
L. B. LENT'S**
MASTODON -
R. R. SHOWS 
Circus, Museum and Menagerie!
THE MOST FAMOUS EQUESTRIANS
Asti n siting Gomm tiutt .10111, M_ID (..:(at• Juggling.
Unrivaled Educated Animals, Fi,iit d Wire Artists,
Classical Post uring, Bewildering Ladder Ac t%
Enchanting Music, Magnificent Appointments
itatueoque Grouping, lierculesin Feats,
And any Features Not Here Enumerated:
ton Ascension andFREE BalParachute Drop Daily. FREE
SO WAIT FOR
•E BIG so
The -OLD it ELI ABLE." %Well
ei ery season brings you
NEW FEATURES
And Carries one But the
VERY BEST ARTISTS
0W
In the Proteksion of Both hemispheres.
Two Performances Daily,
At 2 and s P. M At 2 and 4% P. m
Hopkinsville, Ky., Thursday, Aug. 13th.
11 /1,11/111trtrIMIttrtrIttIttrtirittrttritititM
E 1
E 1
E.
E
.j -: A B 11 Gil CALL i1
ii-- To the Last Round- j
Up of the Season,. '• 
BEGINNIN SATURDAY, AUG. 15, 
E And Continuing i
E-- Two Weeks. 1
Clothing and Shoes 1
=--- IA most Given Away.]
DR. JOHN D. CLARDY, 10---
Of Chri-tian (-minty, as a candidate ifygpolpee.
re-election to Congress. for the the 'Ser.-
oud Congressional District of Kentucky
-subject to the action of the Democratic ar,
party. Election November 1896. 11016'`
Sheriff's Sale.
Tuesday, Aug. 11, 1896, the following
thoroughbred horses for cash in hand:
1. Imp. War Dance, by Fiddler; dam,
Lonnie, by Newininster.
2. Yelta, by Dudley; dam, Gladys,
by Ringmaster.
3. Altonde, by Foreater , dam, Altaire,
by King Alfonso.
4. Hibernia, by Ten Brooch; dam,
Wild Wavely Imp. Glengang.
5. Emma Mack, by Ten Brooch; darn,
Magnolia Ciente. by Imp Carevrell.
6. Annie Carey, by Day Star; dam,
Harriett, by liallankeel.
7. Bay colt. 2 yrs., by Elkwood ; dam,
Lneenuo, by Luke Blackburn,
S. Bay filly 2 yrs., by Elkwood; dam,
Adelene Patti, by Powhattau.
MAC. J. DAVIS, Sheriff.
Solid Silver
Thimbles
600 to select from
at 3-4 their value. All
kinds and sizes,
choice for 26c.
Solid Gold Rings &c
at your own price.
Wathes and
Cloks
Less than Lj cost.
$1 to $2.60 spec-
tacles at 60c at
HARD WICK'S.
1)0 YOU 4X
USE
W. and C. W.
BINN'S
FLOUR?
It is elegant and gives entire
satimf act ion whenever used.
You ought to give it a trial.
W. and W. C. Binn, Pee Dee, Ky.
\OWENS PINK MIXTURE
FOR TgeThilfsa CHILDREN,
PERFECTLY HAMMLL111111.
used for lOis an by thousands of
inuelsrs. Pink allzture be, er
'ai's to relieve choiren u; CI
TEETHING TROUBLES
0 
Doctors prescribe Pink Mixture
beisos• it Is known to contain
es opium of other porsonous
th re. Wets for ctr, Wars tree. .
Soil b •II Sealers, In
215• AND 60C norraes.
F. W. FLOYD 6 CO., Owensboro, Ky.
EN:ACES
Quiehlt,Thignseghly,
  
Carel.
Four out of five who
•miff. r nervousness,
mental worry, attacks
of " awl:dues.- are but
paying the penalty of
early emcees's. Vic-
tims, reclaim your
manhood, regain Your
vigor. Don't despair. Fend for book vrtth
explanation and proofs. Mailed (sealed) tree.
ERIE MEDICAL CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
_
Dr. A. -'toaless
XS 1E1 14179rX
OFFICE on Main Street in block op-
posite First National Bank.
J. E. ANDERSONCO I
LOOK
THINK
ACT
We are prepared to give you
BI=MCIA.1.3
IDRICMS
LUX" BE R HARDWARE,
PAINTS, OILS
DAGG SLIRICHARDS. 
•  AMPAIGN HATS
The Gold and
Silver Campaign
4,* Hats Are Now on
Sale at
Mammoth Clothing & shoe Co.
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They go with a sad heart. Jesus, who
hed been their admiration and their
joy, had been basely inimeacnal and en-
embed. As, with sad face and broken
heart, they par en their way a stranger
amour them. They tell him their anx-
ieties and Whiteness of lima He in turn
tenni to thew mightily expounding the
Seriptives. Be throws over them the
fascination of intelligent et.Livtl-saruon.
They forget the time and notice not the
objects they par, and before they are
aware have come up in front of their
house. They pause before the entrance
and attempt to persuade the stranger to
tarry with them. They press upon him
their hoesmtalitien Night is coining on.
and he may meet a prowling wild beast
(be obliged to lie unsheltered from the
&tee He cannot go much farther now.
Why not stop there and continue their
pleaaant conversation? They tele him
by the arm, and they insist upon his
coming in, addreesiug huu in the words,
"Abide with us, for it is toward even-
Toward Lamina..
The candles are lighted; the table le
spread ; plangent socialties are enkindled.
They rejoice in the presence of the
stranger guest He asks a blessing upon
the bread they eat, and he bands a piece
of it to each. Suddenly and with over-
whelming power the thought tieehee
upon the astonished people-it is the
Lord! And as they sit itt breathier
wonder, looking upon the resurrected
body of Jeans, he vanished. The inter-
view iinded. He was gone.
With many of us it to a bright, sun-
shiny day of prosperity. Thi re is not a
cloud in the sky ; uot a leaf rustling in
the forted; no chill in the air. But we
canacit croon all this to laot. Ile is not
an intelligent man who expects perpet-
ual daylight of joy. The sun will sites
awhile near the horizon. The shadows
will lengthen. While I speak many of
TIM stand in the very hour described in
the text, "for it is toward evening."
The request of the text is appropriate
for some before me. for with them it
is toward the eveniug 4 old age. They
have pared the meridian of life. They
are sometimes startled to thin how old
they are. They do not, however, like to
have others remark upon it. If others
suggest their approximation toward
venerable appearance, they say, "Why,
Fm not so old, after all." They do, in-
deed, notice that they cannot lift quite
so much ma ono& They cannot walk
gaits' so fain. They cannot read quite so
well without spectacles. They cannot so
easily recover from a cough or any ore*
eional allineut. They have lost their
taste for eut They are surprised
tititAtettick of the year. They
t it ouly items a little while ago
that they were boys. They are going a
little down hill There IA something in
their health. something in their vision,
something in their walk, something in
their changing arociatione, something
above, something beneath, something
within, to remind them that it is to-
ward evenuig.
The great want of all such is to have
Jesus abide with them. It is a dismal
thing to be getting old without the re-
juvenating hifinenoe of religion. When
we step on the down grade of life and
see that it dile to the verge of the cold
riven we want to beheld some one near
who will help us across it. When the
sight loam its power to glance and
gather up, we need the faith that can
illumine. When we feel the failure of
the ear, we need the clear tones of that
voice which in olden times broke up the
silence of the deaf with cadences of
merry. When the axmen of death hew
down whole forests of strength and
beauty around asIand we are left in sol-
ieude, we need the dove of divine mercy
to sing in our branches. When the
shadows begin to fall and we feel that
the day is far spent, we need most of
all to supplicate the -tong. beneficent
Jesus in the prayer of the villager*,
"Abide with us, for it is toward even-
ing."
Tempest toe.
The request of the text is an appro-
priate exclamation for all those who are
approached in the gloomy hour of
temptation. There is nothing easier
than to be good natured when every-
thing pleases, or to be humble when
there is nottung to oppose us, or forgiv
Mg when we have not been assailed, or
honer when we have no Inducement to
teend. But you have felt the grapple of
s teruptation. Your nature at some
time quaked and groaned under the M-
e rnal force. You felt that the devil was
after you. You sew your Christian
grAO.11 retreating. You feared that you
would fall in the awful wrestle with
sin and be thrown into the dust. The
gloom thickened. The first indications
of the night were seen in all the trem-
bliug of your soul, in all the infernal
soggestienn of Satan, in all the surging
up of tumultuous passicem and excite-
ments. You felt with awful emphasis
that it was toward evening. In the
tempted hoar you need to ask Jesus to
abide with you. You can beat back the
monster that would devour you. You
can unhorse the sin that would ride you
clown. You can sharpen the battleas
with which you spilt the bead of hel-
meted abomination. Who helped Paul
shake the brazen gated heart of Felix?
Who acted like a good sailor when all
the crew howled in the Mediterranean:
tiligelleilvoire giemixaiv,
would have unfaetent d the wither of
the stake and put out the kindling fire?
When the night of the soul cau-ne011 and
all the deniaeus of darenesa came riding
upon the win& of perdition, who gave
strength to the soul? Who gave calm-
ness to the heart? Who broke the spell
of infernal enchantnnot? lie who beard
the request of the villagers. "Abide
with us, for it is toward evening."
One of the forts of France was he
tacked, and the outworks were taken be-
fore night. The besieging army lay
doses, thinking there WitA but littee to
do in the morning, and that the sol-
diery in the fort could he' easily made
to surrender. But during the night,
throush a back stairs. they et-reaped into
tee country, in the morning me oe-
sieglng army sprang epee the battle-
s:um/tee but found that their prey was
gone. So, when we are assaulted in
temptation, there is always some secret
stair by which we might get off. God
will not allow us to be tempted above
what we are able, but with every temp-
tation will bring a way of escape that
we may be able to bear it.
Alatreepating Sorrow.
The prayer of the text is appropriate
for all who are anticipating sorrow.
The greatest folly that ever grew on
this planet Is the tendency to borrow
trouble, but there are times when ap-
proaching sorrow is so evident that we
need to be making special preparation
for its coming.
One of your children has lately be-
come a favorite. The cry of that child
strikes deeper into the heart than the
cry of all the others. You think more
about it. You give it more attention,
not because it is any more of a treasure
than the others, but because it is be-
coming frail. There is somethiug in the
cheek, in the eye and in the walk that
makes you quite sure that the leaves of
the flower are going to be scattered.
The utmost mining said medieui at
bentiaire are ineffectual. The pulse be-
comes feeble, the complexion lighter,
the rep weaker, the laugh fainter. No
more romping for that one through hall
and parlor. The nursery is darIcened by
an approaching calan i t y. The heart
feels with mournful ant tif illation that
the sun is going down. Night speeds
on. It is toward evening.
You have long reheced in the care of
a mother. You have done everything to
zurike her last days happy. You have
.run with queer feet to wait upon her
every want. Her presence has been a
perpetual bieseIng in the household.
But the fruit gatherers are looking wist-
fully at that tree. Her soul is ripe for
heaven. The galas are ready to flash
open for her entrance. But your soul
sink.. at the theught of a separation.
You cannot bear to think that soon you
Till be called lo_teke the lash look at
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mare* ouuniut SWAT lights up the eel' bedew* sheet you could roe just hew
rows of this life and limn& the gospel you stood in the world. But there came
of good vtuset for all who will receive competwoous. Something that you
it. His text was Lake xxiv. 29, "Abide imagined imporible happeued. The
with ma, for it is toward evening." beet friend you had proved derettor to
Two villagers, having concluded their your iutereat. A sudden erisehTf nation
errand in Jerusalem, have started ted al misfortunes prostrated your credit
at the city gate and are cm their way 00 You may today be going on in buoinese
Initnacte, the place of their Tvdidelwd• hug yeti feel anxious about where you
are @Minding and fear that the next
turning of the wheel will bring you
prostrate. You foresee what you con-
sider certain defalcation. You think of
the anguish of telling your friends you
are not worth a dollar. You know not
how yen will ever bring your children
home from schooL You wonder how
you will stand the selling of your libra-
ry or the moving, into a plainer house.
The misfortunes of life have accumulat-
ed. You wonder what makes the sky tic
dark. Is toward evening.
awisetenene the
Trot/tale is an apothecary that mixed
• great many drafts bitter and sour
and nauseous, and you must drink some
one cf them. Trouble puts up a great
many packs, and you must carry some
one ofthein. There ito sandal so thick
and well adjusted but some thorn will
strike through it. There is no pound eo
sweet but the undertaker's screwdriver
grates through it. In this swift shuttle
of the human heart some of the threads
must brenk. The journey from Jerusa-
lem to Emmaus will soon be ended.
Our Bible, our common sense, our ob-
servation, reiterate in tones that we can-
not mistake and ought not to disregard.
It beward evening.
Oh, then, for Jesus to abide with us!
He sweetens the cup. He extracts the
thorn. He wiper the tear. lie bullies
the tempest He soothes the soul that
flies to him for shelter. Let the eight
swoop and the euroclydon cross the sm.
Let the thunders roar. Soon all will be
well. Christ in the .hip to soothe his
friends. Christ on the sea to atop its tu•
mule Christ in the grave to scatter the
darkiteas. Christ in the heavens to lead
the way. likened all such. His arms
will incite* them, his grace corntort
them, his light cheer theta, his sacrifice
free them, his glory encluult them. If
earthly estate takes wings, he will be
an incorruptible treasure. If friends die,
he will be their resurrection. Standing
with us in the morning of our joy and
in the noonday of our prosperity, he
will not forsake us when the luster has
faded and it is toward evening.
Listen to Paul's battle shout with
misfortune. Hark to mounting Lati-
mer's fire song. Look at the glory that
has reft the dungeon and filled the earth
and heavens with the crash of the fill-
ing manacles of despotism. Awl then
look at those who have tried to cure
themselves by human prescriptions, at-
tempting to heal gangrene with a patch
of court plainer and to stop the plague
of dying empires with the quackery of
earthly wisdom. Nothing MD speak
pesos to the soul, nothing can unstrap
OUT crualaiug burdens, nothing can over-
come our spiritual foss, nothing an
horses and chariots 4 salvation that a2
tepeu etur fryer es see lime NUM
all the mountains., but the voice and
command of in= who stopped one night
at Emmen".
The words of the text are pertinent
SO U8 all, from the fact that we are
nearing the evening of death. I have
heard it said that we ought to live as
though each moment were to be our
last. I do not believe that theory. As
far as preparation is concerned, we
ought always to be ready; but we can
not always be thinking of death, for we
have duties in life that demand our at-
tention. When a man is selling goods, it
is his business to think of the bargain
he is making. When a man is pleading
in the courts, it is his duty to think of
the interests of his clients. When a
clerk is adding up his accounts, it is his
duty to keep his mind upon the column
of figures. He who fills up his life with
thoughts of death is far from being the
highest style of Christian. I knew a
man who used to of tell say at night, "I
wish I might the before morning!" He
because an infideL
seem Time to Eternity.
But there are times when we can and
ought to give ourselves to the contem-
plation of that aolerun moment when to
the soul time ends and eternity begin&
We must go through that one par.
There is no roundabout way, no bypath,
no circuitous route. Die we must; and
it will be to us a shameful occurrence
or a time of admirable behavior. Oar
mentia may stretcn out their blIIICIS to
keep us back, but no imploratien on
their part can hinder us. They might
offer liege retainers, but death would
not take the fee. The breath will fail,
and the eyes will close, and the heart
will stop. You may bang the couch
with gorgeous tapestry, but what does
death care for beautiful curtains? You
may hang the room with the finest
works of art, but what does death care
for pictures? You may fill the house
with the wailings of widowhood and
orphanage; does death mind weeping?
This ought not to be a depressing
theme. Who wants to live here forever?
The world has always treated me well.
and every day I feel leas and less like
scolding and complaining. But yet I
would not want to make this my eternal
residence. I love to watch the clouds
and bathe my stout in the blue sea of
heaven, but I expect when the firma-
ment is rolled away as a scroll to see a
new heaven, grander, higher and more
glorious. You ought to be willing to
exchange year body that has headaches
and sideaches and weaknesses innumer-
able, that limps with the stone bruise or
tonere with the thorn or flames on the
funeral pyre of fevers for an incorrupt-
ible body and an eye that blinks not be-
fore the jasper gates and the great
white throne. But between that and
this there is an hour about which no
man should be reckless or foolhardy. I
doubt nct your courage, but I tell you
that you will want something better
than a strong arm, a good aim and a
trusty sword when you some to your
lain battle. You will need a better robe
than any you have in your wardrobe to
keep you warm in that place.
The Gathering Night.
Cirennistancea do not make so much
difference. It may be a bright day when
you push off froffi the planet, or it may
be a dark night and while the owl is
hooting from the forest. It may be
spring, and your soul may go out among
the blossoms, apple orchards; swinging
their (-ewers in the way. It may be
winter and the earth in a snow shroud.
It may be autumn and the forest.; set
on flrei by the retreating year-dead na-
ture laid out in state. It may be with
your wife's hand in your hand, or you
make be in a strange hotel with a serves
ant faithful to the late. It may be in
the rail train, shot off the switch and
tumbling in long reverberation down
the etebankment..crash. crash! I know
not the time, I know not the mode, but
the dnys of our life are being subtracted
away and we shall come down to the
time when we have but ten days left,
then nine days, then eight days, then
seven days, six days, five days, four
days, three day., two days, one day.
Then hours-three hours, two hours,
one hour. Them only minutes left-five
mini:men four minutes, three minutes,
two minutes, one minute. Then only
seconds left-four seconds, three sec-
onds, two seconds, one second. Gone!
The chapter of life ended. The heck
olomsd. The pubes at rest. The feet
through with the journey. The hands
closed from all work. No word on she
lips No breath in the nostrils. Hair
combed back to lie undisheveled by any
human hands. The muscles still, The
nerves still. The lungs still. The tongue
stilL All still. You might put the steth•
osoope to the breast and hear no mound-
You might pot a speaking trumpet to
the ear, but you could not wake the
deafness. No motion, no throb, no life.
Still, still!
So death comes to the disciple! What
if the erm of life is about to set? Jesus
Is the day spring from on high, the per-
petual morning of every ransomed spirit.
What if the darkness conies? Jesus is
the light of tie' world and of heaven.
What though this earthly hour does
crumble? Jeans lea prepared a house of
many miszutione Jesus is the anchor
that always holds. Jesuit is the light
that is never eclipsed. Je$114 is the
fountain that is never exhausted. Jesus
Is the evening star, hung up amid the
gloom of the gathering night.
You are almost through with the'
abuse and backbiting of enemies. They
will mg you no more by evil gap%
that fat* Which from the first bent has
looked u in you with Wherein un
eh 
-
But you Poo that life to ebb-
ing fine the grave will seen hut.' her
heel Fent **ht. Yea sit quiet. YOU
had heavy hearted. The light is fading
hons the sky The air to shill. It Is to-
ward swelling.
YOU hue And tell
HidlOP841410111. luflvtisulttuttsomu one fair
praise,.
woodier •
ful tures of Belt Ahearn, Old Bores. Cutalifosals,
Burns, Prostbitse Fe...-els ail other remedies for
PILSS. Poe, 26i0 at Drum/ism Root on feentboi
free. Address, Cuahm• n Drug Co.. Yin-
atone',. tee. ms IltotS01111•1.. Chicago. tie
iuterpialed nor your bt •1 ,.. lit el. The
troubles of earth will * ti et the felioi-
t en Toward eventee 1 s be hereto is-
mints of earth will sea ii bci,lifted. You
will not much leniter AMOR pouring
your grief In the teed), like Itaeliel
cc ieplitg fit' her thililien Or David
mourning fur Alataltiiii, iirokeu hearts
hound up. Wounds healed, l'eare wiped
sway, Sorrows It iiiiiietted. No more
sounding of the died 'nevelt ToWerd
tiveuingl Ihsatit Will tofu-, 'meet 1111
slumber to the eyelids elf %lei baba, as
full rations to a eturvitig soldier, as
evening hour to the exhausted workman.
The sky will take on its sunset glow,
every cloud - refire psalm, every lake a
glary mirror, the forests transfigured,
delicate mists climbing the air. Your
friends will /11111011140.' is; your pulses
will beat it; your bort will ring it; your
Lips Will whisper it, "Toward evening!"
The things that
people see are in-
side of them and not
outside. No two
people see the same
thing eActly alike.
One woman may
look out at a beau-
tiful landscape and
see all the beauty
and restfulness and
grandness that there
is in it. 'Another one
will look out at the
same scene and see
nothing. One will
find enjoyment is
brilliant cogipany.
in music, in dancing,
in an exquisitely prepared dinner. Another
will enjoy these thing.; half as much-an-
other not at all. The things that people
see are inside teem. What one sees and
what one enjoys depends upon the bodily
condition-depends upon the capacity for
enjoyment -derknds upon the health and
the vitality. The sick man has pain or die
comfort so impressed telha him that he has
so time to think ef miseh else. A weak
man has all he can do to struggle for mere
existence. He has no strength to use hi
procuring pleasure. His performances aft
limited be his strength. He can do only a
few things so he can enjoy only a few
things. The man who is pe rfectly *eV and
vigorous enjoys life to the (Wt. The bed-
ridden invalid enjoys it noff.at all. The
man who is half sick and half well gets out
of life about half what he ought to. Dr.
Pierce'. Golden Medical Discovery makes
people well. It doesn't do it in a millicu•
bus way. There isn't anything unnatmal
about it-it is the most natural thing in the
world. It simply putts the digestive organs,
the stomach, the liver, the bowels, in per-
feet order and thereby makes the blood
pure sad rich. It doesn't have to do any-
thing else. Nature does all the rest. All
diseases live and thrive on impure blood,
Keeps stream ef pure, rith, red blood tlow•
leg into a diseased spot, and the disease
will not stay. A maneires on rich, pure
blood, and disease dies on It That's the
difference. Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
Discovery makes pure, rich blood-makes
men and women strong and healthy brings
good appetite, good digestion and builds up
solid, healthy flesh.
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Throat
CATARRH, HEADACHE,
NEURALGIA, LaGRIPPI,
WILL CURE ..;,17.-o,ti,rtir.p.in•
sheeting •nuirrig, coughliti.!SEA DACIi&
t.titted use effects
:4 OS CURIE.
ENDORSED tb•
Mew't medical au-
-\\
tleinties Europe
and Ame•lea for
Rroip-
CULDS,Elorto Throat
Ray Fewer.
chine. La
RRADA
1 h• inoctnirraing
1.114 iirelth to
r-
m. grew Sleep to the Steeple.* Cures leseptiale
and Serrano Peoetration. Don't took! with worthies.
Imitations. Take only CUellinfAhl'Ill.
at all Draggle's, or mailed tr.-e. All ENTSPallf D
CUSHMAN'S MENTHOL BALM
Perfect Health.
Keep the system in perfect or-
ler by the occasional itse of
1-nu's Liver Pills. They reg-
date the bowels and produce
A Vigorous Body.
?or
 sick headache, malaria, bil
.cusness, cc,nstipation and kin
lred diseases, an absol me cur
TUTI''S Liver MI L.
AcDoisME •
f ;
dt'azEct
014e
nPHOSPHATI
eh. C ire I it f"''
NEADACHE
GERARD'S
SELTZER
PHOSPHATE.
A C000 THING!
PUSH II ALONG!
Cures that dreadful teenage& Heed
atel .rittiorls with ono re.(malting th..thrht.
EFFEIASCES LSE SODA WATER.
If van are Weak and Ii•crons it
gm rut, y..0 if eon ha". teen
OCT ALL SIGIIT Ii will orintht•it. you up. Two doilies a dime.
At Brass; ita
CUSHMAN °PUG CO.
• • sso lee. Li
TABLE:.
BUCK EYE
01EIT 
CURES NOTIFIN4 . i
A SURE and CSRT:414 CURE ,
known for 15 ye.ers es thee
BEST REMEDY for P:LES.
soLD ST ALL Ditt'f;C:ISTill.
11.:BAXOnit LOUIS.
0. V. Ry. Time Table.
Corrected May 31, 1896.
LT. Marion 7:81 "
Lv. DeKoveag& 8:2T "
Lv. Morganff1111 9:02,"
Lv. Corydon 9 :30 "
Lv. Henderson 9:52 "
Are. Evansville 10:40."
UNIONTOWN BRANCH.
NORTH BOUND.
Lv. Morganfleld 9:10 a. m.
Am. Uniontown 9:3.5 a. in. 7 :40
SOUTH BOUND.
Le. Uniontown 7 :25 a. m.
Any. Morganfleld 7:50 a. ni. 5:50
SOrrH DOC ND ,
No. I daily; No. 3 daily.
Lv. Evansville 6:15a. m 4 :20 p. m.
Lv. Henderson 7:02 " 5 :OS "
Lv. Corydon 7:23" 5:-1 "
Lv. Idorganfield 7 :55 " 6. "
Lv. DeKoven 8:27 " 6:47 "
Lv. Marion 9:21 " 7.85 "
Lv. Princeton 10:21 "
Arv. Hopkinrrille 11:80 noon 9:50 p. m.
NORTII BOUND.
No. 2 daily No. 4 daily.
Lv. Hopkinsville 5 :20 a. m. 2 :58 p m.
arrive 4:00Princeton 8:37 " leave 4 :45
5:41 ' I
6:11
7;19
7 :41
8 :07
8 :55
I
I
7:15 p. m.
P. in,
5:25 p.
P. EL
LOCAL ramoirr TRAINS.
Lv. Princeton 7 :15 a. m. dailye
Arv. Hopkinsville 10 :20 a m. daily,
Lv. Hoploineville 5:00 p. in. daily,
Arr. Princeton 7:15 p. in. daily.
B. F. Mitchell, G. F. & P. A.
Evansville, Ind,
. ASK the r,,,nvered
Bow they re.
rove health,uheer.
and ost
sit 
-LIVIA
ill* will tell
a ou g tak lig SIM,
4 l011
Catroti lawsetew‘tilibt Pavel,
Per pVIIPRPhIA, l'I/NSTIPATIDS, !sus.
Ilitious sits' hi, hIllt HAMM(
piowattun of eeireia, soeit ilaiet..11,
warrasted poi
Webers. tee. This atutvalled remedy is
to contain a single pas tide of
hiattcear, or my millet al substance, hut to
• PUIVELV VI:GET ABLE.
containing those litnithern Roots and Herbs
whid, an all.wise Providence' hes placed in
Ct/t111., lee where 1 leer bat, itn,t prevail.
It will cure mei Diseases ceu.eJ by Derange-
naent or the User end Itestis.
The SYMPTOMS of r cemriaint are e
bitter or bed taste in the nioutli; Pain' in re
Beek, Sides or Joints, often mistake n for IS hey-
mattam; boor Stesplacle Loom of APpetuei
Rowels sheritately costive and lax; Headache;
Loss of Memory. with • painful sensation of
having failed to do something e Inch ought to
have been dole; Debility; Low Spirits, a tan*
yellow appearance of the Skin and Eyes. a dry
cense often mistaken for Consumption.
Sometimes many of these symrtoms attend
the disease, at others very few; but i.e !Avg*
I. generally the teat cif Oat di•ease. an
Regulated in tints, great suffering. wretched-
sem and {MUTH will ensue.
• aye Wowing highly esteemed persons attest
to the virtues of -Simmons IA, i I. cgulaior:
Gen. W. S. Holt, Pres, Lis. S. W. 1: tio.; key.
J. R. Felder, Perry„Ga.; K. h erks,
bony, tia.; Masterson. Esq., Sberift stab Lo.,
Gag Hon. Alexander H Stephens.
"We have tested its virtues, personally, and
know that for Dyspepsia, Ildiottsurati and
Throbbing Headache it is tiALest medicine the
warm ever Oafs% We tried Intl y remedies
before Simmons Li ver kegula!or, but /mile gave
as more titan temporary relief; but the 1St 'u'
lid,r not only rel..t,etl, Litt mile., us "-KO.
TilkitGir•ell *NU ;Alt....txtei.
klati totl.r lif
?FILM & IN
se la w I
L. & N. Time Table.
SOUTH.
The following time table tells when
all passenger trains arrive here:
No, 56, St. Louis expres .r.. :00 am
No. 66, acoommodation.  7:05 am
No. 93, Chicago express 6:45 tun
No, 61, St. 1401118 mail 5 :39 pni
NORTH.
No. 59, St. Louis mail... ..... 10:05 ant
No. 54, St. Lenin express  9:50 pm
No. 56, accommodation  11 :40 pm
No. 99, Chicago express,  A :10 pui
No, 53 makes oonuections at Guthre
for Louisville and points East. No. (56
makes connection at Guthrie for Clarks-
-
i3uy a
Smooth / • , ..
...
White ,.....x.,
Skin
For Your Face!
It proludly need, reniortnt. ow it I. r le.h,•••.:,
freckled, Watched of pimpled, one. '•
repuktt ,• 1.1-torad of attr.tetivo. I., . •'.1,, i •
llfrft)11 ..•/.4''.1. The Pall ati.. 1114,1 1.441.1.1
110414. end ass:tasks injure the sax.
Viola Cream
einetnsen, nesurlithen anti 1.v...toms t, - ••  - renting
it 1.,ft, w !tie and beauthul It ' . • ....await.
111. ,r31:,•-•• rad a' ii tt). il . 19 ;t1 , ' ! • : . .• ••iai..
1.11,11.1,0 II I, ..r. .. . I i -------.- -I
Relit laitl.,-. Prise m:., cents a i..r s' ' • „Oats.
O. C. SITTNER C.,0., TOLr 1;0 1-.110.
Bcalltitul
1 •
aseewesse.esawen...........wsasees•se•sos
We ninke your Windows pretty
with BEAUTIFUL SIGNS
Your Houses
For spring should look neat and
pretty. We do the FINEST
PAINTING, 0RAINIG, GLASS
GILDING, HARD-WOOD FIN•isinNo, and FRESCOING Wf
are
Responsible
And gnarantee our work. Write
or call on Ila for estimates on all
work.
Girapti&Ricker,
Telephone orders to L. L. Elgin.
Sing store.
%Call 
li a IiiiI 1 II 0 I
Fire and Life
Insurane Agents. -
Agents for the
O'd Mutual Benefit lii
Of Newark, New Jersey.
Their New Contract.-See -
Everything in the Contract.
-
realLoans and et ate are
specialties with us.
Office on West side North Main, near
Court House, Hopkinsville, Ky.
CAILIS & * ALLACI
IOST IN Qllo....17.. -,....... ,.. ..At...T
1
i
r
s '' i,:: I .-T :• . r E ,
. 
1,...., .
I
•-•-- nee ,sr• ,
,
Has 'err 1:1 Y..i:eir,'t . • • ....j. (
/EVERY BIT1LE ii': z . - -' -
) sassi,o cak A I t. is qt - s. si i
arsa:aftAtox tars .v• ..,, • . ,‘
I ..../...411111•4," • --4iNar...1rr:- -
,
trs(12•Li51-1
1853
* . *
.1,.
-------
oRPoRATED -
`' -• 
: y,
Ferd Schmitt, Aacnt,
Hopkinsville, Ky,
ProfessioRal Cards.
11.
,...„,...._........_,......_w_._....,.._I.. 111000080, M• D.
PHYSICIAN
AND SURGEON.
--,------,..--,---,„,---,..---------. ..--____ *T.--
DISEASES OF WONEN A SPECIALITY.
OFFICE irifiv.i.,,,,,41:0,77,:r;), Building.
Telephone No. 132.
HUNTER WOOD,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Office in Hopper Block, up stairs, over
Planters Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE, • • KENTUCKY
--
JOHN MILANI),
Attorneu - at - Law,
Olio* Hopper Mock, over Planter'. 1 Hank
I
I
le - Ss iferlweather,
71211014T9CX181190
Mace over Hamelt'• toSummer Block
L. C. ANDERSON
Phsiciau
& s 1 .
Office ov r Planters Beek. °Me cs
*We fame to 11 re US., 2 to 1p.m.
What can any Democrat hope to gain
. i by Ming for McKinley?
• rr., oes , 'w71' - _1.... f 1,11.1 CAI tliP ills *I VI omen!Potential disealled
Vtilisi's Peers than half
the ills fit women. Karl's (lever Inlet
sa IN o tolerate ewe for Constipation,
Bold 11 11 I I Itardwirk
of the Omit printeplie of thyme
nu, Is that inajortty shall rule, hut
Hitt l'1.4011 In lie Ihantoorlit d putt
Unit show that they have three t.
I et it.
MASON WAS JEALOUS
In a Fit of Anger He Fat - Hy
Wounds Rennie West,
HAPPENED AT CRACEY.
A Hopithinille Negro is the Victim of a NW
band's Anger.
Sitting in front of a cabin door in a
Gmeey farneyard, Remus Wait, of this
city, was pleiouultly chatting with Jack
Mason's wife. A few minutes biter
West was stretched fun length on the
giound. unconscious, with a bullet in
his left lung.
Only one side of the story is known.
If this version is true, Jack Mutton is a
murderer, and if he is euptuied by 0111•
cent of the. law, his neck may be
stretched.
On last Sunday morning Dr. Whale
ard wax summoned awe examined the
man. He statte that Wert has a litege
pistol ball in his body. The ball en-
tered just below the left clavicle, pewee-el
through a lung and is now lodged near
the back, close to the spinal column.
The physician says that it is hardly
possille for West to recover from the
etfects of the wound.
West is a young negro who is well
known here, where he has always lived.
He works at the several warehouses
on break days. He has the gambling
Instinct well developed, and when lie is
paid for his work usually makes trips
to neighboring villages for the purpose
of shooting crops Wall country darkies.
It is isuppomel he Wisils IU irseey Satur-
day afterunon to roll thy 'eines with t lift
1•GiOrt.11 farmers, He did not gut up a
gione, mid Ill order to kill time until the
I rain te arrived, he went,
III ismipany with atiothernegro, to the.
eaten of Jitek Shemin to lpend the eve-
ning. Juck WAX not at home, but his
wife welcomed the guises 111'11 proveled
them with chairs. The three talked a
while and the Gracey negro left and
went back to town.
Mason suddenly appeared on the
scene. He had rage in his eye and a
pistol in his hand. "Where is he?" he
angrily asked his wife..
The woman, thinking he referred to
the negro who had just left, pointed in
the dirtetion of Gracey.
"Well, who is this?" demanded Ma-
son, waving his pistol towards West.
Before either West or the *omen
eould reply, Dilution fired. The bull
struck West and he fell from his chair.
The negro wilt; slid the ithoeiting thrust
the weapon into his pock( t and started
runniug. Ho. has not been itisell
rho diecharge of the pelted st use lieurd
by a number of farm lintels, who went
to the (hi en and did what they multi to
Marin-a, IN est to emiseioultness aml to
make him el 1111fOrthlillt. lie renewed
et Gracey Setunlay night mid NViin
brought here Sunday morning. lie
t'Lli1111.4 was allot wit htin tnoioceitnel.
For Pi spep
and liver Cmplalut you have a printed
guarantee on every bottle of Shiloles
Vitalizer. It never fails to care.-Sold
by R. C. Hardwick.
Moved.
Mr. G. A. Clark, the merchant tailor,
has moved his stock of goods into the
store-mom under the opera house-the
ime formerly occupied by Tobin & Co.
At this season of the year the blazing
'outshine is very trying on the optic
nerves; anti oftee causes granulated lids
or sore eyes. Sutherland's Eagle Eye
Salve is a positive cure. 25 a tube at all
dealers,
-For twee by R. C. Hardwick.
Asylum Patient Dead.
E. Snodgrass, an asylum patient, died
the latter part of last week from con-
sumption. The remains were shipped
to Greenville. The dead man was
forte-eight years old, and had been an
irenate or tlee asylum a number of
y,ans.
K C •ver teed T. a.
is a sure cure for Headache end
nervere; ilisaieve Nothing n.lieves too
quicklye-'Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
A rank at Pembroke.
Ali (4011 is being made to establish a
bank at Pembroke, and considerable
stock has already been subscribed. Mr.
J. W. Beckwith, of Lafayette, Tenu.,
and Col. Ike Garrott, ofSouthChristern,
are making a trip through the Pembroke
vicinity and interviewing the farmers
about the proposed bank.
-
Granulated lids, films, weakness of
vision or any kind of SOTS eyes are
quickly cured by the use of Suther-
land's Eagle Eye Salve.
-For sale by R. 0. Hardwick,
A Good Selection.
Miss Lulu Clark, of Crofton, has been
elected to fill one of the places in the
public school :.t Madisonville. Miss
Clark is well kuown in Christian coun-
ty, having taught ia public schools in
the country for several years, tend in
electing her to teach in their sehool the
Madisonville School Board has acted
wisely. Miss Clark is a niece of Mr. C.
M. Brown, of this city.
apt. hart ney U. S. A.,
San Diego, Cal., says: Shiloh's Ca-
tarrh Remedy is the first medicine I
have ever found that would do sue any
good." Price Zeke-For sale by R. C.
Hardwick.
Buried This Morning.
A large minder of people followed
the hearse that bore the remains of Miss
Loom Parker to Hoix.well cemetery last
Saturday. Miss Parker, who was the
daughter of Mr. A. R. Parker, had been
ill for some time previous to her death-
suffering from typhoid fever. The.
young lady was a great favorite with
all who knew her e ell, and her death
is a eource of deep sorrow to it large cir-
cle of friends and relit' ives.
Two Lives Saved,
Mrs. Pheebe Thomas, of Junction
City, Ill., was told by her doctors she
had Consumption and that there was no
hope for her, but two bottles of Dr.
Kings New Discovery completely cured
her,and she says it peeved her life. Mr.
Thos, Eggers, 1314 Florida St., San Fran
eisco, suffered from a dreadful cold, ap-
proaching consumption, tried without
result everything elite, then bought one
beetle of Dr. King's New Discovery and
in two weeks Was cured. He is mit 'wal-
ly thankful. It is such resulteof which
these are samples, that prove the won-
derful efficacy of this medicine in
Coughs and Colds. Free trial bottles at
H. C. Hardwick's drug store. Regular
size 50c and $1.
Sur- o
prising
results
follow the use of
Clairette Soap.
It makes clothes
whiter and
washes them
better-with
leas work, in
less time, at
less expense
CLAIRETTE
SOAP
ft pure soap, a good beep, an
economical soap.
Made only by
the 11. K,. Fairbank Company,
St. Louto.
,
It Saves Mae.. P.-cry Pay.
Thou-sande of cases' of Consumptioue
Astianu. houghs, Collie and Croup are
cured every day ler ShUoh's Care.-Sold
by R U. Hardwick.
One notable. difference between the
Democratic end Republican parties is
lint the people manage the former,
while the latter is owned and managed
by the bootee.
- ---
Itetkerest A refer Knee.
The Bost Salve in the world for Cute,
Bruises. Sores, Ulcers. Salt Rheum,
Fever Soros, Tetter, Chapped Hands
Chilblains, Ceres and all Skin Erup-
tents, and positively cure Fib*, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
, Tweet sztisfeusion or money refunded
Prife 25 eents per box. For hale by
0. Hardwick Hopkinaville KY
• •11111. .••••••..
No Drntoli it CT can give a single gone
reason for opposing Bryan and S -wall
Beginning June 1611i and continnine
until Sept 311th, the O. V. Rye, will ffell
tickets to Dawsen Springs and return at j
$2.00 for mend tripe. le tarn limit 40
eys from elate of sale.
E M. SHERWOOD, Agt.
Hoke Smith ehows that he knows on
which side of his biscuit the oleomarga-
rine is spread.
To make the comple.xion good and the
breath sweet, use Dr. Bell's Peppermint
Chill Tonic. It purifies the blood. ride
Toil of malaria and ban upbuilding ton-
ic., aiding digestion. Pleasant taste. and
pleasant effect. 50c. Guaranteed by
all deidere
- For sale liy H C Hardwick.
Detneenits who fail to vote for Mr.
Brynn will- or rather. ought to, feel
very much 'if themselvee if
McKinley should happen to be elected
on the 3e1 of November.
_ .
Worth Its Weight In
(old-.Sutherland's Eagle
Eye Solve.
-For sale by R. C. Hardwick
The man who has heretofore claimed
to be in favor of the free coinage of sit-
ver, and who fails to vote for Bryan and
Sewall, by such failure will convince all
people that he has not been sincere in
his claims, but has simply pretended to
Is' friendly to silver because he thought
such a potation to be popular, end hoped
that some day he might be rewarded for
hie decherations by biting elected to some
(nee of pridlt and trust.
Pee' t lot aniline Janina& you to take
nnything else insteeti of Sit:memo Liver
Regulator. Slime me ech a tite will try to
do this but net for your {voile They do
It tr) Make a little More profit on aidlifs.
thing **Melt is of un Inferior quality,
though you must pay just us Inuch ler
the last us for the geed. lie entre to take
Semitones Liver Regulator need nothing
elite. Look for the Ike! Z on every
package.
-For sale by R. C. Hardwick
BANK PRESIDENT SUICIDES.
fseteree TO NEW ERA] _
Pittsburg, Pa., Aug. 3.-Walter
Crafts, at well-known Ohio Bank Presi-
dent, cemmitteel suicide at a hotel in
this city this morning. It is not yet
known what caused him to take his life.
Dr. Bell's Peppermint Chill Tonic
currechille permanently. A sure appte
Ozer. A perfect blood purifier. A com-
plete strengthener. Dr. Bell's Pepper-
mint Chill Tonic will give color to the
face and change. that sallow complexion
to A healthful, rosy hue. It corrects
disorders of the stomach and aids diges-
tion. °Tel-MUGU lienVoritt (11.1ineSsi011
and low spirits. It will restore' exhaust-
ed and nursing mothers+ to full strength
and energy and makes children fat as
pigs. Guar:me-set.
-For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
TILE CAMPAIGN.
[spEcut, TO NEW EktA!
Louisville, Aug. 3.-The campaign in
Kentucky will begin in earnest next
week. The Bryan-Sewall men will
make the ratification meeting next Sat-
urday night in this city serve as the for-
mal opening of their campaign. The
Republicans are preparing to open up
soon with an army of orators, and the
gold Denmerats will not wait for their
State convention to begin work.
I am 87 years old and have used about
all of the cough and lung remedies that
have been sold during my life; and for
the benefit of the suffering, I will say
that I have never Dried any remedy
equal to D Bell's Pine-Tar- Honey. It
gives qui. k and permanent relief in
grippe, its NS ell as other coughs. We
keep it in our house all the time and
would not be without it.
Ms. M. A. Mimeo-re,
1004 South Fourth street. Paducah. Ky.
For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
VIRGINIA COLLEGE.
For yorNe LADIRK. it 'it ii. kt•.
lieetto I.O.W. lit, NIA. 1411 of the 1.4141146
1.4 Young Lodi. In the M. MIA
N111 1illilif,111 11111 nioilerninipmve•
meats. campus len items. lirnttel IfluiUI%-
luilti .4.,•n.qa I,, vidiey of Virginia. tattled
for twain,. Iltiropolitt Amorit•no
Proi, 1,01I Plitpurlor In
All mei Sinew, seilitotit• Irons is, only
Fer ',mistletoes tetsirefe erne.
lone
14 Aril x 1., II A UJIIS, Roanoke., Vit
NILPLIMgr4
"m:e 41: 1Pren ..1.1.111f• 1,11'.11'strr77id (11 =1"."
HAM BALI
4,„4 beff.11.1.11 jilts&
I lel uriant men
Palls to Beaton 0
Wier to its Youthful Color.
=alp limo. • Asa lo.uag.SOnaag at I
MILLIER COR PIS n,..m7swe CP"'
so paw. asses wolloog too. lit. loillattPww
Clataawspae. tiv.611.1.
NNYROYAL PILLS
ft."1k-t. fhlear.11 WSJ 1*.ty ‘11111.elle"111APIL, Si,..,. r.l.f..10. 4...Dtz  yebreggist sr •avakraw•llapam p.
....r....natslisi OM COM outunioi
rated Iwo atm Meat Take
is.. -aIffIffeflefa. a er mod 1.•
%bee. Lows 4 gosoo...
by . -
isii. 5, ref,.
frame /1ff.fe
'Wm I *Mee
eal& Mai tossasia.
-
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Vintrf
THE
QUICKEST
LINE-""
001SYILLE  MEMPHIS
Direct connection. For
CINCINNATI AiND THE EAST.
Direct Connections for
all Points in
Mississippi, Louisiana, Ariumaas,
Texas, Oklahoma, Mexico,
and California. 
FAST TIME
LIMITED TRAINS.
PULLMAN 80717 SLEEPERS.
Write for information to ti e nearest agent ot
ths Camiapoaks, Oble Bootbmaten Ii,. L
dONR 10101.8,
(heal Pass. Art.
S. 6. HATCH,
(14"1.1 14 OngUT.IRVILLC. KY.
---
Via. Ohio Valley By.
In eonneetion with the C. 0. k 8. W.•
and Illinois Central, to Louisville, Cin,
climate Memphis', New themes and
points beyond.
Lv. mHoepmkpiin:A ille
Ar. Paducah
Ar. New Orleans
Ar. Louisville
Ar. Cincinnati 6:40 a. m
Close connections made at Princeton
with through solid vestibule trains. car-
rying Pullman Buffet etcetera, and
free reclining chair ears.
B. F. Mitchell, E. M. Sherwood,
G. P. A. Agt
Evansville, Ind. Hopkinsville.
5:20 a. m. 2:53 p.m.
12:00 noon 11 p
6:40 p. m. 7:10 a.m.
7 :40 a. m. 7 :30 p.m.
11:10p.m.
JS, 1.BELOTE,
PLAIN AND ORNAMEN-
TAL PLASTERER,
HoPKINSTILLE, KY.
(Formerly with FOAMS & BYO.)
Will make use enge's on all kinds of
plastering and eenient work.
ALL wort auiraT teed,
and prices reasentaree. Repair work
a 'specialty and wel receive prompt
attention.
ADDRESS Lock Box 420.
THE
TRAINED NURSE
touches the Spot
with
Afaff.mm.
Letts film MiTtiers
speak in
v..arrn tcrnis
f what
eicett's
L riLlsion
has done
for their del-
icete, sickly
children.
It's use Iins
brouh 11 t
thousands back to rosy health.
Scott's Emulsion
cf cod-liver oil with lIypophos•
phites ii employed wait great
success in all ailments that re-
duce flesh and strength. Little
ones take it with relish.
Prepared 1••Soott A nowise. N. Y. All drugirt•Sis.
etheiHteDRIL K ollege
HOME SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES!
Itiorteinized. Tin able and experienced teachers. Thorough courses in An-
view :11111 Modern leinguages, English, Matheinaties, Music, Art amid Elocul .
Ilnilding renovated ; Furniture New ; Electric 1.iglies. Forty-third s&ssiOti opens
SEPTEMBER 2e, 15151. For Catalougne, address
EDMUND HARRISON, President.
GOLD DEMOCRATS
In Conference 4  '
by the MO WIlVeS didn't forget a I.
visit ti, their tailors for the nee .5511-
ry adjuncts; of well-fitting, eomfort-
able clothing. Neither does any of
the residents of Hopkinsville forget
that a perfiee fitting snit of fine
"lay serge or cheviot made by
CLARK
gives him the air of a well-bred gen-
tleman, while it is also giving him
cool comfort atia small met.
Opera Building, Main St.
PP"
JOHN B. CASTLEMAN. A. U. LANG HAM
ROYAL
Insurance Company of Liver FOCI
(INvoli'iBARBEE A LEMAII,
MANAGER3M THERN DEPARTMLN7
COLUMBIA BUILDIFG, LOU ISVILLE, Y
GARNETT & MOORE, AGENTS,
GET YOURpo GEM ES
re ell
J. M. BULLARD
Main street, next door to Kentuckian office.
A fnll line of staple and fancy groceres. Pay highePt
marle; (or e iiIntry produce. Pree delivery at all
thoura rir. of L.e city. Telephone 91.
CASTOR IA
. for Infants and OhIldrom
num! years' obearvaName Ceeteris with the_patrestaire el
of_perseas, permit ma to speak of it without gereming.
It is Msquestionalsly the beet remedy_ter Infants and Children
the ererll his ever lawn& It is harmless. Children like it. it
gives the+  health. It will saes their lives. la it liSetbar* bee*
sormartidali4 wideit is alssoliately_eate and waskiimakripoodhod ass 
ether m•ineds...
Casteria destry-s Worms.
Castoria allays Toverialusees.
Csateria prevents veiniting Seer Curd.
Csaterla emus Diarrheas and Wind Celia:
Fastens reAspree Teething Troubles.
Castairia mares Conatipation and TlatalearA!
Casteria neutralises the effects  of oarlsonie acid gas as pilidellIOSS 
Gastonia data net eentain morphine, opium. sr other nareotie property.
Casters. assindlatas the Peed, regulates the atenseek and lrowebs,
q&tsaArL_;___.s_nil malarial elee
Chas torte is pint up in eare-das iettles only. It is net mold in balk.
Don't allow May one to 'all yest elm en Ow plea Err promina
that it is 41mt as geed" and" will answer every purpows.°
pi. that yes get CA-I' TO-RI-h,
The tac-sisatla Sarmarraos
6Featnro of PcX/I 4( MOM
Children Cry for Pitcher's Castorla.
•••••••
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STOVEle
,
e4
Great eerier et etyma sad alma
•
mei mast plans tbe Tloosertfo 0, Written GuarantMesas. they perfect g
1 A tee
In every part. given Irma every 11101111)
They
Lig4en
Labior
Quick Bakers,
Superior Cookers,
Powerful Beate,s.
Used bz Thousands. Should be by You.
Spld Gerv Y DiL Hitvill, Kntacy
--- --117
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Balk port.. Le inferior to package soda.
• ,
I P MU 1Z4 (
•
• •
•
• 
El.; W.1 RI; IS the whole storyin el imitstins leads
• mark • and label. ls:' ....!
p,1,1D KA*,
-
I ARP AND HAMER SODA
• cottrs:nz:::re than ct her package soda-never spoilsin packages.
•
s Clic only by CHURCH & CO., flew York. Sold by racers everywhere.
•
Write for Arm and Hammer Book of ralmable Reeirome-r354•
•
•OM•1111101111111010110.14030114 GUM B0111116••  111•••••••••••
. .
k/f 9/0/1/Pei
T REATAUSINESS TRAINING SCHOOL
cf2J/1i,i,U 9ArriAand
nhof_
effluocra-,iloulut.fiaz.
THt SOUTH
INIIDREDS Of GlitffnaTEI ROWING FlAt POSITIONS.
SICOSIIIKIAD BY DO LEAN% opeuts MEI Of
THE COUNTRY MENTION . .1110•MnIrrt.rim
4- ..:gii.z.if_, iteA,#,IL
WE OFFER
 4
All pf our Gnt8 Tan Sboes
andladies Tan Shoes and
Oxf6rds
COST.
w tarere one to tit, the latest
1If ou w ant :I pretty shoe, a
to, all sizes, any width last,.
and if '(ii want to save 81
In 41..)0 a pair on them..
This its Your Opportunity!
  RIME 1 COMPANY,
Ship your tobacco to
Ragsdale
Cooper a( Co.
MAIN STREET, IIOPKINSVIE KY.
Whose, Paints
Are the Best?
OURS.414
DAGG & aICHAI-WS
Lumber Planing Mill:
""'s• suss-
; ros 44'1%.
C. H. LAYNE,
Livery, Feed & Bale
Stable!
Cor Seventh and Virginia Sts.
gopkinsvilie, Ky V
irtigs Furnished day or nicht
1 
 
A , J.M.Renshawk Son
11 gs '" - Os.f.
1 ' 6. .4i•.ritai 'i
AIL
ere
Livery, Feed and
t.kale Stable.
A nice line ct pretty turnouts always on hand. Ca:1 on
us. btableon west seventh st.
"1.
-
-
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•
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